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ABSTRACT

In discussing the poetry of George Meredith critics

invariably must grapple with the two outstanding features

of his work -- his attitude towards nature and his poetic

sty1e. Although in.Ðme dísagreement as to the relative

merits of Mereditht s ''phrlosophy of nature' , almost all

critics agree that he is a difficult and frequently

obscure poet. His poems have been repeatedly described

by such adjectives as "harsh", "crabbêd", "obscure",

"garruIous", "cerebral", "rouglh", and "didactic". The

general consensus appears to be that George Meredith was

a man with a message and that in his eagerness to com-

municate that message he sometimes ignored the rules

of poetic dicti.on. vüith the exception of "Modern Love",

"Love in the Val1ey", and some minor lyrícs, Meredithrs

poems are read primarily for the ideas which they contain,

in particular, major poems such as "The Woods of Wester-

main" r "Earth ancl Man", and "A Faith on Trial", are

regarded more as didactic philosophical treatises than

as poetic utterances. It is the contention of this

thesÍs that Meredith forgect a unique poetíc style to

express his personal visj-on of the unity and harmony of

creation and that the Nature poems are expressions of

Meredith's religious impulse rather than rational ex-

i
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positions of a Iogically coherent philosophy.

The first chapter of the thesis discusses the
problems with previous critical approaches to the poems,

establishes the context of Meredíthrs id.eas in terms of
the dualistic reaction of nineteenth-century thinkers to
Darwinrs theory of Evolution, and outlines the major

themes in his poetry. The second chapter then d.iscusses

Meredithr s use of pagan mythology to embod.y his poetic

vision. The third chapter examines Meredithrs poetic

technique with particular attention to "The Woods of
westermain" and "A Faith on Trialf in an attempt to show

how he unites poetic content and. poetic form through a

careful use of language, metre, image, and symbol to
embody a unified vision of the natural and supernat,ural
world s.
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Chapter I
TNTRODUCTTON

In discussing the poetry of George Meredith critics
ínvariably must grapple with ühe two outstanding features of
his work his attitude towards nature and his poetic

styte. The typical critical response t.o Meredith's
poetry has been to admire the sanity and ingenuity of his

'pþílos_ophy of laqgfe I while deploring the harshness and.

obscurity of the verse in whÍch he expresses his thoughts

on life. G.M. Trevelyan, an ardent admirer of Meredith's
poetry, somewhat reluctantly acknowledges the problem:

"Charges of eccentricity, never applicable to his
thought, of which the rharmonies are always sanet, are

somet,imes too true of his styIe. The fault of obscurity,
not absent from the novels, is conspicwus in some of the

1poems."' Mark Pattison, in a contemporary review of'poêms

and LyriCs of thê Jo!¡, O'f thê EâTth, expresses a simiLar

opinion: "Unfortunately, Mr. Meredithts healthy wl.sdom ls
veiled in the obscurity of a peculiar language which nakes

even his general drift doubtful, and the meaning of many

score of lines absolute darkness."2 pattison goes on to

suggest that the reason for this obscurity lies in the

originality and unÍqueness of Mered.ithrs ideas: tt'as the

moods he desires to suggest are remote from common

experience, so also must the suggestive imagery be. Even

the English language Ls inadequate to his reguirements, and.
2

he t.ries to eke it out by d.aring compounds.'n" Other

'. ,:r:.::

i.1 ..

ì: i..:'ir : ì.
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critics are less krnd. An unsigned revie\^r in the

Saturday Review, July 13, 1901, attrioutes Mereoith's

eccentricity to nothing more than a vain sort of

literary snobbery 
:..,.¡.,t,:,:

He has so fastidious a fear of oirtying his
hands with what other hands have touched that
he makes the language over againr so as to
avoid. writing a sentence or a lrne as anyone
else could have written it. His hatred of ..¡:: :

the commonplace becomes a mania, and it is by ;,,,;
his headlong hunt after the best that, he has
lost by the way íts useful enemy, good. In .:-:.::,prose he wouLd have every sentence shine, in i,,'t,:,,':,t
verse he would have every line sparkle 9 like
a lady who puts on all her jewelry at once,
immediately after breakfast.n :

ALl of the above critics attribute Meredith's
ìobscuritytoagenuine1ypoeticconcernwithsty1e
iHis anxiety to find a suitable mod.e of expression for 
I

his ideas is pushed to the poinÈ where nothing short
'

of remaking the language will suffice. As the 
,,

anonymous revie\Âr admits-,r. Mer.ed.ith!,s ha'rshnes's. is often

merely the result of ,,a too urgent desire to be at once 
;,;,,,.,.,,,,,,

concise and explicit." 5 J.B. Priest,l-eyron the other l',',"",'i

:,.,. 
-, r.- ¡t,t,¡hand, thÍnks just the opposite. Meredith's problem is ,,r',,¡.,,'

that he is too much of a thinker and not enough of a

poet, resultrng in þoetry "too frequently coldly didac-
â.tic"." Accor:ding to Priestlgy "Meredith, s,eems to us an ,,,,,,,.,, ,,,

iii""'.ì',"' '

excited talker rather. than a rrnovêd and- moving singer; the

thought caI,ls for a subtr*imit1r, a- large symphon-ic movement,

but: instead of ,this,. i-t is given a thin snip-sn¿n' a brittle aphor-
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¿i:i.!li!l¿: " llll ìl{4i+ l.:ì : !J :t?
l: :'!:iji-:

istic manner. It provides us wrth a number of memor-

able aphorrsms... .blrt the lines have not that haunting

qualíty peculíar to poetry." 7 C. Day Lewis, although

he makes an exc.Fption of "Mod.ern Love", agrees both with
Priestley, that Meredith j-s too intel-Iectual, and with

our other critics, that his experiments with poetic

style have been carried too far:

For the rest of his life he is versifying ideas:
his poetry has become cerebral, Iaborious, over-
sty&ized. Vfe get a constant compression of
thought: metaphors proliferate, struggle towards.the
light, choke one another in a -jungle of
verbiage: the language is elliptic and self-
conscious, for ever takíng short cuts or making
elaborate detours towards some pre-arranged
idea, but more often than not getting rostiin
the process it is not so much an exploration
as a kind of steeple-chase. Compression of
thought there is indeed; but seldom does
concentration of poetic meaning result from it.g

Implicit in these criticisms of Mered.ithrs style is the

critical- assumption that poetry should oe dominated by

emoüional rather than intellectual content. Thus, all

the critics eited above, while respecting the integríty

of Meredithrs thought, believe him to be incapaole of

expressing himself through the med.ium of poetry.

Priestley accurately expresses the assumptions of most

Meredith critics when he approvingly quot,es Milton's

statement that poetry is "simpIe, sensuous, and passion-

ate'i, and then concludes that because Meredith's verse

is'heither símple, nor sensuous, nor.passionate", it is

'':



Ã

onot poetry.'

Despite Meredith's obvious literary genius, a fact
which most critics willingly concede' the extreme 

,,, ,,,.,.,

complexity of his verse, which demand.s close and " 
: : :'

careful reading, is universally acknowledged as itq
major flaw. As J.H. Crees puts it, the ppems "need the

labours of the girammarian, the annotations of the -: :': :::":
;::. ::'.::.:'..

commentator, and the paraphrase of a translator." 10 '

Yet this same critic has described the very same poetry

as3 "The poems of a modern Empedocles, a hierophant ,

of the Earthly impalpable, suggestive, mystic, vague t
::

oracles with all the oracularity as welli , as the 
i

raptness of the tripod. They are expositj-ons of the
:

l

new creed of Earth, rhythmic chant" ol the Meredithian

cosmogomy,didactic,exeogitated,intense,everything

but thrilling in theír sheer beauty. " 11 What Crees

seems to be suggesting by his bewild.errng array ot ., -: ::',

i,':i,.,,,,..,:a::,r'

adjectives is that the poems are both fascinating and ,: :'i :

,',;..;'.,r.:,; ;,r,,'incomprehensible, and I would suggest that much of the ,'' " "''

critj.cal confusion surrounding Meredith's poetry results

from critics' uncertainty as to how to respond to what

are undoubtedly unusual poems. Many critics sense a ;:,r:..:-t..'i.t...

certain vrtality and energy in the poems while finding

the actual meaning elusive, and hence the perplexing

result that Meredith is commended for the vigour of his
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intel-lect and critieized for the complexity of his

poetic style. But there is also disagreement over the

quality of his intellect, and he has been descrj-bed as

both a sterile rationalist and an inspired, if some-

what vague, mlrstic. Thôs tendency of critics to dis-

cuss Meredith's poetic ideas whíIe drsmissing the

actual poems as stylistic faílures, is not only an

indication of a certain ambivalence in the critics'

response to the poems, but does both the philosophy

and the poetry a vast injustice. As G.M. Trevelyan

was well aware, one cannot "dress out a poet's views

of life in the clothes of a philosophical system,:;.

without conveying a conception at once disagreeable

and erroneous ." L2 Presented as a logical philosophical

system, Meredith's views on life seem both simpristic

and naive, and it is relatively easy to find both

'úlaws and inconsistencíes in that system. He did not

however, represent himself as a philosopher, but as a

poet, and it is the consistency of his poetic vision

rather than his philésophical system that we should be

evaluating. I do not see how critics can discuss a

poetrs ideas when they find the poetry unreadable, and

I suspect that the harsh critícism of Meredith's style

reflects not so much the poet's incompetence as the

critics' inability to comprehend his poetic purpose.
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I would suggest that rather than reading the poems in

order to extract from them certain ideas about life
and nature, a better approach would be to accept the

poetrs ideas as the philosophical base from which he

is working and focus on his poetic treatment of those

ideas.

Meredith's views on life and nature are not the

startling or unusual revelations which some critics

have made them out to be. His belief in the benevo-

lence of nature is very similar to that of Goethe,

Vlordsworth, and Emerson, while his optimistic faith

in the process of evolution as leading to a higher,

that is, spirìtual, end, can also be seen in the poetry

of Tennyson, Browning and Swinburne. Of the three

poets, Swinburne is closest to'Meredith in his dei-

f.icátion ' , of Mother Earth as the source and ir{spira-

tion of man's being. WhíIe Tennyson and Browning

cling resolutely to a Christian theological frame-

work, merely incorporating the theory of evolution ínto

the creative plan of the Deity fs¡ mânrs spiritual
progress, Swinburne and Mered.ith reject the Christian

scheme and return instead to pagan mythology as a means

of embodying the:tr vision of the self-sufficiency and

creative vitatity of earth. The pagan myths, depicting

a natural seene inhabited by gods, goddesses, and

countless minor deities, embod.y a spiritual element as
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an intrinsic part of the landscape, and thus serve as

much þetter symbols of the living spiritual presence

of nature which Meredith perceives, than the remoter

Deíty of Christian theology. In his paganism,

Meredith differs somewhat from Wordsworth, whose aware-

ness of a living presence in nature, that of a transcend-

ent spiritual power working through nature but

separate from her, is otherwise not unlike Meredith's:

a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Vühose dwelling is the light of Sett.ing sulrs,
And the round ocean and. the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:
A motÍon and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And ro1ls through all thíngs.

'('{Tintern Abbeyl! , ,11. 95r-102)

Meredith's awareness of the living presence of nature

is more particular and concrete than I¡lordsworth's,

though equally visionary. In "Outer and Inner" he

describes with careful detaíl the insect life of the

woods, and this close observation leads to a fanciful

vision of t,he spiritual life of nature:

My world I note ere fancy comes,
MÍnutest hushed observed :
What busy bit,s of motioned wÍts
Through antlered mosswork strive.
But now so low Èhe stillness hums,
My springs of seeing swerve,
For half a wink to thrill and think
The woods with nlzmphs aIive.
I neíghbour the invisible
So close that my consent
Is only asked for spirits masked
To leap from t,rees and flowers.
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And this because vrith them I dwell
In thought, while calmly bent
To read the lines dear Earth designs
Shall- speak her life on ours.l3

wordsworth sees one separate spiritual power which exists 
'1'';:"":';1:'-";'outside of nature but works through her, while Meredith sees

a separate and individual spiritual life in even the most

minute of naturers creatures. This is part of the reason 
.,:,:.,:.,::,:,: ,,'

for the vitality and tremendous "rt"tgy of Meredith's .,",',""",,',',""- : ..i'.t :

poetry. He envisions a world teeming with life, vrhose ,' ,.,:.,;,:,.,,.
,-;:'.:..¡ :-.-: .:t.:

inhabitants, while all separate and individual, are yet

united under one banner, as he says in "A Faith on Trial":

"the dream of the blossom of goodil .

Mered.ith does not deny the existen'ce of Vüordsworth's

transcendent spiritual power, but simply maíntains that :

nature has a spiritual existence j-n her own right. He

refers vaguely to "Nature's Master", whom he calls "over-
:

Reason" or 'beneficence" r of sometimes just "Mind". Man

cannot directly apprehend this power, but only its mani- 
i,...:,:,j.,:ìi,.:,:,

festation in nature. He says in "Earth and Man": ''. . -, ,,

, :,.;_,. :.,.:_..:.:.,':-,
_1'1:.'.'.''.1:.'..''.'

She [-Eart.h.[ her just Lord may view, ' ''
Notãelltãgf , her creature, till his soul has yearned
Vfith all hèr gifts to reach the light discerned
Her spirit through. ¡ n .¡itr r(p.245¡

Spirit is apprehended through close and careful obser- ,:,::,,. ,,, ,,

l-l:-:: :.i :.: ;. ì._ii:--:

vation of nature and not through looking beyond or above

her:

ïf he aloft for aid
Imploring storms, her essence is the spur.
His cry to heaven is a cry to her . ,: :

He would evade. ( .P. 2a4¡ r .'.,, r
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Basically, what Meredith has done is to combine

the Romantic worship of a benevolent nature, which

occurs in Wordsworth and Emerson, with the scientific
theory of evolution. In effect he transforms a

strictly neutral scientific theory, which was devised

to explain certain natural phenomena, into a nevl

religion of earth which contains an imaginative vision
of man's "evolutionary" progress from flesh to spirit.
There is nothing in the scíentific theory of
evoLution as expounded by Darwin and Huxley to
justify the existence of a spiritual reality or to
indj-cate that man will progress spiritually.
Nineteenth-century poets took great liberties with
Darwin's theory, frequently manipulating it to suit
their own poetic purposes. Lionel Stevenson, in Darwin

Among the Poets, describes the transformations which

evol-utionary theory was apt to undergo in an imaginative

poetic context:

Any discussion of the relationship between
evolutionary theory and nineteenth-century
poetry must go far beyond the strictly scíen-
tific hypothesis which Darwin propounded.
The Darwinian hypothesis itself suffered
varying interpretations, rangíng down to
the vulgar belief that it meant man's de-
Éôent from monkeys; the poets, íf they
did not quite ag'ree with that simplification-
ÌÁrere all inclineA to emphasize paiticular r

.1: :::l:r:.:,::_'_rì ì :::ìl:.i
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aspects of the idea which happened to impress
them. Then to these selected and inevitably
distorted -- elements of,Darwinism they add
mystical and philosophical ingredients of all
sorts, invented by themselvesror derived from
sources, ancient and modern.rn

Vüit,h the principle of evolut,íon as his foundation,

Meredith devised a metaphysical system which is presented

poetícally in a vision of the harmony and uni-ty of creation.

The desire to reconcile the d,isparate elements of his

experience j-nto a unified whole is the controlling
principle behind Meredith's poetry', and he saw in the

cyclical processes of nature, wherein sunmer and winter,

birth and death, day and night, rain and sunshine, are

all aspects of the same ongoing process, êrr objective
physical image of the state he wished t.o convey. The

real and the ideal, material and spiritual, are not

separate and mutually antagonistic states but different
aspects of the same thing. In Meredith's evoluÈionary

vision of life, nature is working her way up from the

instinctual animal level to t,he rational human Ieve1,

and finally to a superhuman spiritual Ievel; but each

successive stagre is dependent on the one before and,

although lower stages are superseded by higher stages,

the lower elements do not, disappear. This is the

prj-nciple behind Meredith's triad of bIood, brain,and

spirit as it appears in "The Woods of lVestermain":



Pleasures that through blood run sane,
Quickening spirit from the brain.
Each of each in seguent birth,
Bl-ood and braín and spirit, three
(Say the deepest gnomes of Earth),
Join for true felicity' (pp. ¿or-2) 

,,,,r,,,,.,,,,,,.
Although spirit i.s superior to brain and brain :: '::j

to blood, all three aïe necessary for the individual to

function properly, and these three separate and distinct .::. j:.,

faculties must function in harmony to form a unif ied .-:,,,.,..,.,1'. . -:-.

whole: .:.:..,.:... :

: .;:.:,i.:.: 
_.:.j_:.

Are they parted, then expect
Some one sailing will be wrecked: :

Separate hunting are they sped,
Scan the morsel coveted. l

Earth that Triad ís: she hides
Joy from him who that divides î ',

Showers it when the three are one
Glossing her in union. (p zO2) i

l

Man is the product of this triad of blood, brain ì

and spirit, and represents the culmination of the

evoLutíonary process to date. The relationship between :

manandnatureisaúad,orthemeinMeredith'spoetry

most explicitly def ined in "Earth and Man". Man is a 'i::..::-':::-::.::1::

,:.r1: :. :.i : . :. .

child of earth, t'her great venture", and their relation- ..::.::.'.;;.:.:.::

ship ideally should be one of close interdependence and

and interaction. Earth gTives man life and nourishment,

and man gives earth consciousness and is the means by , ,,,,' ,i ,

i:.::.::.r:-:.:::

which earth is ,improved:

Him she olres
For half her loveliness a love 'wel1 won
By work that lights the shapeless and the
dun,
Their common foes 

i,r.¡:.:.,,,:.,:r.,

11.
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He build's the soaring spires ,
That sing his soul in stone: of her he draws,
Though blind to her, by spelling at her 1aws,
Her purest fires.
Through him hat.h she exchanged, . .

For the go1d. harvest-robes, the mural crovfn, ,,,,,,.,, -,,,

Her haggard quarry-features and thick frown
h7here monsters ranged.

And order, high d.iscourse,
And decetrcy, than which is life less dear,
She has of him: the lyre of language clear, ,,,'.,i.,, ,,

Lovers tongue and source. (p . 243¡ ,,', ,'ì.,:':
But man, by refusing to acknowledge earth as the source 

:,,,,' 
,i;,,,

of his inspiration, defeats his own purposes. His cries 
i:r-:::::

to an invisible spiritual power to rescue him from the

morta1ityofhishumanstatearevain,forthespùrít-
I

ua1 sustenance which he seeks lies in nature:
1

I

If he aloft for aÍd
Imploring storms, her essence is the spur. 

,His cry to heaven is a cry to her :

He would evade.
ìNot elsewhere can he tend

Those are her rules which bid him wash foul sins;
Those her revulsions from the skull that grins
To ape his end. 

.,,, ,,,_,,,,
'' '' : i

And her desires are those :::.: ::
For happiness, for lastingness, for light. :,',,',',,,',: 

,'

'Tis she who kindles in his haunting night : :

The hoped dawn-rose. (Þ,. 244)

Three important Meredithian concepts are contained

in the lines quoted above; and they concern êgo, work, ,.,::::
and natural Iaw. Human egoism, the frequent villain of 

:::;!i.:.:-.r

Meredith's novels, ís an equally evil force in the poetry.

It is not an absolutely evil force, for ego has the
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poùential for good if properly handled. By ego Meredith

does not mean merely the self, but as Norman Kelvin

explains, something "closer to what Freud designated by

the term 'id t ". 15 sgo represents the passions and

instinctual drives of the sensual self -- it is , in fact
.the raw energy of !'hel ttr" force which man shares in
common with all naturer s Íiving creatures. This energy

must be d.j-rected outward into the natural processes of

nature rather than inward to gratify only the self.
The desire for personal immortaiity, which is such a

major concern of Tennyson and Browning, is, in
Meredith's eyes, a sèttisfr desíre of the sensual self
to prolong its fleshly existence:

Through terror, through distrust;
The greed to touch, to view, to have, to live:
Through all that makes of hím a sensitíve
Abhorring dust. (p 242)

The ego cannot be destroyed, for that would mean self-
destruction; instead, it must be directed outward to work

for the good of humanity. Thus in "The Woods of Wester-

main" the dragon of self is not slain but tamed and

controlled:

Wait, and we sþaI1 forge him curbs,
Put hj-s fangs to uses, tame,
Teach him, quick as cunning herbs,
How to cure him sick and lame.

Change will strip his armour off;
Make of him who was all mah/,
Inly only thrilling-shrewd,
Such a servant as none sa\^l
Through his days of dragon-hood.(pp. 198-9)
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lfork transforms the "scaly Dragon-fowl-" of self into

the "smal1 self-dragon" whích thrills "for service to

be stamped". By immersing his personal desires in the

needs of the race, man finds fuIlfillment, and the ego

which 'was a destructive force becomes a positive
good. Work is also important not only as an "antidote
to egoism", as Ke1vin puts it, but as a means of

improving earth. Cultivation and oivilization are

earthrs means of self-improvement; through the

instrumentation of man, she gains the spiritual exist-

ence that she longs for. Earth thus participates in

the gains of eivilization, for earth and man cannot

be separated; their destinies are one, and if he

would stop fighting her and recognize her as an a11y,

he would progress faster:

. She hear.s him, and can hear
Wit,h glory in his gains by úbrk achieved:
With gríef for grief that is the unperceived
In her so near. (p. 243)

The third important concept is thaL of natural

law -- the ordering and controlling principle of the

universe. Nature's iron t.r= at. the one absolute in

a world of continuous flux and change. Even more

important than as an indication of naturet s permanence

amídst mutabilÍty, the existence of natural laws is

evidence, for Meredith, of a moral and spiritual
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principle animating the universe. Evolution, irl

Meredíth's eyes, was not the b1ind, blundering, mind-

less process which forms such a nightmare vision for

Tennyson in lyrics 55-56 of I'Tn Memoriam", but a

defined and purposive process leadíng to a definite

moral and spiritual end. It is through studying

nature's laws that man may gain knowledge of the

spiritual principle behind nature, a principle which

Mered.ith calls "Over-Reason", "NatureIs Master",

"Beneficence", or 'Mind". Love is the means of gain-

ing spiritual understá-nding. By loving naturer wê

gain insight into her mysteries and come to understand

her laws. This is the theme of the poem "Me1ampus",

who through love of the simple woodland creatures

gained the "key of knowledge". The same point is

made in the closing stanzas of "The Thrush in Feb-

ruarytt:

The spirit served by her is seen
Through Law; perqsing love will show.

Love born of knowledge, love that gains
Vitality as Earth it mates,
The meaning of the PLeasures, Paíns,
The Life, the Death, illuminates.

For love we Earth, then serve we all;
Her mystic secret then is ours:....(p. 331)

What exactly Meredith means by "Over-Reason" is

uncertain. Fairchild maintains that "Nature's Master"

I - :.:1.: _
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is man: "As for 'the great Over-Reason', Meredith,

like Emerson, is no more a genuine supernaturalist

than he is a naturalist. We 'findr the Over-Reason by

writing 'Mindr instead of 'mind'. Its 'beneficence' is

an extrapolation of human love... The Master is ¡lanï 16

Joseph Warren Beach, in his chapter on Meredith in

The Concept of Nature 'in Nineteenth Century English

Poetry, has a more sophistícated solution:

!{e know perfectly well that Meredith had no
faith in a conscious intelligence guiding
the universe that when he speaks of the
Mind which our mirid. seeks, hê is ref erring
poetically to what we may call the Intelli-
gibility of the universe. There is in the
universe a great Over-Reason in the sense
that our mind, in its study of nature, is
not perpetually baffled by irrationality,
but finds, over a wide range of observation,
that the objective facts conform to the
patterns of classificatíon brought by the
mind. This is, in spite of much metaphysical
hair-splitting, the prime assumption of all
scientíf íc investigation. r,

Beach admits, however, that Meredith goes beyond the

scientific principle of "the Intelligibility of the

universe" hrhen he associates the over-Reason with

beneficence. He concludes that, because of the

vagueness of Meredith's terms, it is impossible to

determine exactly what Meredith had in mj-nd: " it

is quite possible that Meredith d.j.d not know him-

self how far he meant these terms to be taken literally --
that he never squarely faced the ultimate metaphysical

consequences of his thought. " 18

,. -...: i.-.



It would seem that in order to postulate the

existence of a moral and spi-ritual order in the

universe, Meredith had to go outside of nature.

Although he tried to identify spírit with nature, in
the end he assumed the existence of a higher pohrer

than nature to account for the order of natural law.

The exact nature of thís higher pohrer is uncertaín,

a possible reflection of Meredith's own uncertaintfì':

on the subject. Such speculation is, of necessity,

highly conjectural and in the final analysis of

not much ,importance in Meredith's poetic philosophy.

Since the existence or non-existence of a spiritual
deity has no effect whatsoever on human life on

earth, Meredit,h believed that it was not worth

worrying about, and that those who were concerned

to find evidence of a spiritual deity were often

guilty of an egotistical and selfish desire for

fleshly i-mmortality.

In conclusion, the essence of Meredithr s attitude

towards life and nature is a joyous sense of vitality

and creati¡ûe activity. In his poetry he delights in

movement, progress, ehange, activity, because he sees

in these qualities the essence of life. In "Ode to

the Spirit of Earth in Autumn", for example, he finds

the experience of an evening storm to be wond.êrfuIly

17.
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exhilarating. He longs to be a part of Mother Naturets

harmony, to participate joyously in her creative energy,

and to submerþe his personal grief s and desj-res in the

larger 1ífe-process:

Great Mother Naturei teach me, like thee,
To kiss the season and shun regrets.
And am f more than the mother who bore,
Mock me not with thy harmonyl

Teach me to blot regrets, ,,' .,,
Great Motherl me inspire ''
V'Iith faith that forward sets
But feeds the líving f ire t :' ., .

Fait,h that never frets t"':"'::'

For vagueness in the form.
fn life, O keep me hrarm! ,

For, what is human grief?
And what do men desire?

Teach me to feel myself the tree t
And not the witñered Leaf. '

Fixed am f and await the dark to-bei -^- I(p. 17 6¡
The poem is, in fact, a prayer for strength -- the 

I

strength to face the experiences and trials of life i

natura1Iy,throughjoyousparticipationinthenatura1
I

ongoing cycle of life and d.eath. But in order to i

achieve this joyous participation, man must emulate 
,,,,;;.,_.__,,,

:_:i.'- .

naturei personal grief and desire must be subsumed i ,;,,,,,

in the larger natural process. In other words, man ' ':;': 
:''

must work for the progress of mankind and not for the

self. Individual men come and go, but mankind continues

on "with faith that forward sets", t,,,.':,.,,,;

Meredith's faith in the benevolence of natural
process and natural law j-s simply that -- faith. The

same facts whicn alienated Tennyson and Arnold trom the
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natural vrorld are Meredj-thrs inspiration and

consolation. Tennyson sees a savage nature "red in
tooth and claw", f rom \^¡hom man must escape by develop-

ing his spiritual nature. While Tennyson wants to

destroy the beast in man so as to develop the spirit,
Meredith recognizes in the beast the source of man's

vitalíty; to destroy that is to destroy the lÍfefor.".19
Thus, he advises controlling the beast so that it
may work with the spirit.

The key factors in Meredith's poetic thought are

his apprehension of the harmony and unity of the

universe, and his delight in the creative vitality
of the natural world, and these are the two qualities

which he tries to communicate in his poetry. To return

to the critícal question of Meredithrs obscure and

harsh poetic style which was raised at the beginning

of this chapter, I will argue in this thesis that he

utilizes all the resources of language , metre,

image, and symbol to embody his vision of an actively
creative, harmonious universe. Meredithrs unique

style is an integral part of his poetic vision and

cannot be oismissed as irrelevant to his purposes.

He is doing far more than símp1y versifying ideas; he

j-s attempting to recreate his own experience of life
and nature. according to Lionel Stevenson, nineteenth-

centurlz poets saw Èheir poetic role as one of
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reconciling the split between science and imagination.

Poetry was to serve an interpretive function,
mediating between the rational and i-maginative, mat-

erial and spiritual poles of mants experience, "poetry

reveals to man his own relationship with external
phenomenau.20 th" attempt to encompass all the dis-
parate elements of his experience in a unified and

harmonious vision of reality is exactly Meredith's

poet.ic purpose. Oners perception of life, the way

one sees things, is thus of the utmost importance.

The external facts are the same for Tennyson, Arnold,

and Meredíth. What is important is the way in which

each poet sees and ínterprets those facts; and the

whole purpose of their poetry is to make the reader

see what the poet sees. Keeping Meredithrs philosoph-

ical ideas and attitudes, as outlined above, in mind,

I propose in chapter 11 of this thesi.s to examine

Meredj-thrs use of image and symbol, in particular

the way in which he draws upon pagan mythology as a
fund of poetÍc symbols, to embody his poetíc vision.
In chapter 111, I propose to discuss two major poems,

"The !Íoods of Westermali:n" and "A Faith on Trial-" to

show how he unites poetic content and form to embody

his vision of benevolent, purposive natural process.

After such an examination, I hope to come to a more
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satisfactory conclusion

Meredithr s style and the

vision.

concerning the

consistency of

merits of

hís poetic

: : :'
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ChãÞter II
MEREDTTHI S POETTC VISTON

Meredith's poetic vision works in two basic modes,

the comic and the tragic, the difference between the two

being prj.marily a matter of perspective. Tragedy, in
Mereditn's view, is wrj-tten from a narrovü human per-

spective and concentrates on one individual's personal

grief or 1oss. "Mod.ern Love" for example, is Meredith's

idea of a tragic poem in that it describes the experÍence

of one man's private anguish over the disintegration of

his marriage. The tragic point of view is of necessity

a limited one, and is contained within the comic mode

which works from the broader perspective of the cycles

of nature. Personal loss and. grief are absorbed into
the ongoing cycte of life and death, a fact which the

husband of "Modern Love" acknowledges ín 1yríc X.[Tf :

rI play for seasons; not Eternities!'
Says Nature, J-aughing on her way. rSo must
All those whose stake is nothing more than dust! I

And 10, she wins, and of her harmonies
She is fulI surel Upon her dyíng rose
She drops a look of fondness, and goes by,
Scarce any retrospection in her eye;
For she t,he laws of growth most deeply knows,
Whose hands bear, here, a seed-bag -- therer âD urn.
Pledged she herself to aught, 'twould mark her endl
This lesson of our only visible friend
Can we not teach our foolish hearts to learn?
Yes! Yes! but, oh, our human rose is fair
Surpassingly! Lose ca1mly Loveis great bliss,
When the renewed for ever of a kíss
Whirts life $/ithin the shower of loosened hair!

( pp. 138-e )

The tragedy in "Modern Love" lies ín the inability of the

lovers to participate i¡n the ongoing process of lifer in
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their clinging tatally to a dead past. In other words,

their love fails to grow; it is a static thing and is
thus doomed to failure:

Lovers beneath the singing sky of May,
They wandered once; clear as the dew on flowers:
But they fed not on the advancing hours:
Tneir hearts held cravingis for the buried day.(p. rss)

The human ronging for permanence and stability is not

only tragic, but unrealistíc; lifer âs Meredith never

tires of reminding us, is not a matter of fixed and per-

manent states, but a process of continuous change and

growth. 'Iragedy focuses on the individual, comedy on

the process, and in Meredith's vÍew comedy rs not only the

saner but also the superior mode. He does not deny the

validity of human grief or misery; on the contrarytr âs

"Modern Love", "A Faith on Trial" Ballads and. Poems of
Tragic Life, and many other poems testify, he wasi,keenty

a\^rare of the tragic element in rife. He maíntains rather,
that one must also be aware of the broaoer picture.
Individuals may experience failure and oisappointment, but

life goes on and civirization steadiry advances. The

tragic sense of personal loss or defeat is subsumed in
the comic vision of continuous process and growth, the

difference ultimately betrnreen the two visions a matter

of perspective.

Meredith illustrates thís point very effectively
in "Bellerophon". Bellerophon was the Greek mortal who
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tamed Pegasus, the winged horse of the Muses, and who

vras later thrown while attempting to fly up to Olympus.

Tra<Íitionally, the story has been interpreted as an

' ,.t 
t.,-.t,-tt..object lesson on presumption: Bellerophon is justly

puníshed for seeking to become a god. Meredith's handlíng

of the theme is quite different in tone, transfórming
"': ::': "-the story into a myth aboùt the human struggle for '..,:,..1^',:.,:,.,

_ 
'-: ,,r'- - :

spifitual progress. fnstead'of' an act of presumption,
: i: --.::.'.:.:,r:-:.Bellerophon's flight is seen as a glorious attempt

which'failed.
The poem begins many l¡ears after the fall with

:Bellerophon now an o,Id man, lame and blind from his 
,,.

faII, and half-crazed in his wits, who lives by begging.

TheemphasisintheopeningStanzaSisonthepathos
and misery of the actual man, once a "martial prince"., 

,,

4ow "a broken arc" unable even to telI his story:

Maimed, beggared, grey; seeking an almsi -..:..vrith. nod ..::': -::::

Of palsy doing task ot' thanks for breadi ::::::::'-:-'

Upon the stature ot a God t ::: : : .

He whom lrrã eoã" ü;; struck'bends low his hea<l r,,.r,'...1..',

Weak vrords he hâs, that slip the nerveless tongue
Deformed, like his great frame: a broken arc:

once radiant as the javelin flung
Right at the centre breastplate of his mark.

(p, 310) i, ,i,.,.,-,;
.:.., _. ,:,,-:...:,.

Although he is now a wj-tless beggarr wê are reminded

that he was once "upon the stature of a God" and that

the now broken arc was once whole. The contrast
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between his past and present state is startling, and

it is little wonder that the cottagers who give him

food pay no attention to the crazy beggar's inarticulate
prattle. Yet, despite tsellerophon's inability to

cormnunicate, the story of "a martial prince" who tamed

the winged steed lives on, seemingly with a life of

its own. Towards the middle of the poem, the myth of

Bellerophon, the man who was almost a god, comes to

the forefront, and the actual man himsélf fades into

the background:

As men that spied the wings, that heard the snort,
Their sires have told; and of a martial prince

Bestriding him; and old report
Speaks of a monster slain by one long since.

There is that story of the golden bit
By Goddess given tô tame the lightning steed:

A mortal who could mount,, and sit
Flying, and up olympus midway speed.

He rose like the loosed fountainrs utmost leap;
He played the star at span of heaven right o'er

Men's heads: they saw the snowy steep,
Saw the winged shoulders: him they' saw,not more...

(p,, 311)

The myth of Bellerophon, as emblematic of mankind's

spiritual quest, has a vitality and integrrty which

eclipses the actual man. The cottagers who give him

food cannot possibly connect the inarticul-ate beggar

and his crazy tale with the story of the prince who

was almost a goct, nor.:irs it important that they shouLd.

His deed lives on, an inspiration to mankind' although
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the man himself is forgotten and unacknowledged. In ,

Meredith's poetic philosophy indíviduals have no ímpor-

tance apart from the contribution which they make to

t,he progress of the race. 
.,,-,,,

What is especially intriguing in this poem is

the carefully balanced tension which Meredith main-

tains between the two points of view. On the one

hand, "Bellerophon" is the pathetic tale of a half- 1,,.',,

crazed beggari on the other hand, it is a glorious ,. 
.,

myth of manr s reaching up to the gods. This tension

between the personal and the universal perspectives

is at the heart of Meredith's philosophy, his point

being that the personal is always superceded. by the l

universal. The poem concludes with the sane tension

between private and public perspectives:

Lo, this is he in whom the surgent springs
Of recollections richer than our skies

To feed the flow of tuneful stríngs,
Show but a pool of scum for shooting flíes.

(p.311 )

The first three lines build up to a rich cli¡nax only to

be followed by the anticlimariùic fourth line, but

although the poem ends with the half-crazed beggarrs

vision, the forceful surge of the first three lines

both counteracts and. seems to overcome the human

limi,tations of the last line.

fn "The Appeasement of Demeter", another mythological

.'l
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poem, Meredith associates his comic vision with the fertility
myth of Demeter and Persephone. Meredíth's comic vision
quite naturatly allies itserf with the pagan fertility myths

in that both celebrate the perpetuar renewal of life. The

poem begins with a description of the devastation which

Demeter inflicts upon the vale of Enna out of grief for
the loss of her daughter, Persephone. Demeter's grief is
a tragic and therefore private emotion; but because she

is the earth goddess, a1I nature suffers with her. The

Earth Mother sits wrapped in gtoom; despite the i:nportunities
of her maid Iambe, she is indifferent to the sufferings of
the starving inhabitants of the vale, until a horse and

mare, in a feeble attempt at love-play, move her to
laughter and the curse is removed:

She laughed: since our first, harvesting heard none
Like thunder of the song of heart: her face,
The dreadful darkness, shook to mounted sun,
And peal on peal across the hills held chase.
She laughed herself to water; laughed to fire;
Laughed the torrential laugh of dam and sire

Full of the marro\,ül¡ race.
Her laughter, Godsl was flesh on skeleton.

Uprose the blade in green, tfr" leaf in red,
The tree of water and the tree of wood:
And soon among the branches overhead
Gave beauty juicy issue sweet for food.
O Laughter! beauty plumped and love had btrth.
Laughterl O thou'reviver of sick Earth!

Good for the spirit, good
For body, thoul to both art wine and breadl

( pp. 334-s )

Meredith's point here is to emphasize that the natural
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life process is a joyous, creative, and vital activity.
Demeterrs grief is not only a destrùctive forcei it is
also unnatural, and her laughter restores the vale of
Enna t,o its naturally fertile and productive state.

Significantly, it is the act of love which moves

Demeter to laughter and breaks the spe1l. Meredith

consistently sees love as the generative and unifying

force of the universe, and thusr âs being closely

allied with the comic process.

Meredith also employs classical myth to concretize

his vision of the wholeness and unity of the natural

world and man's experience of that world.. In

"Melampus" he manages to reconcile the scientific
and spiritual poles of hÍs o\^rn experience by fusrng

evoluÈionary theory with pagan mythology to form an

imaginatíve synËhesis in which the progress of man-

kind and the spiritual reality of Earth are inextri-
cably linked. The "good physician Me1ampus" studies

the woodland creatures j.n order to Iearn more about

life and himself:

The secrets held by the creatures nêarer than we
To earth he sought, and the línk of their

lrfe with ours:
And where alike r,r7e are, unlike where, and the

veined
Diví.sion,,vained par4tr1é1,: of 'a blood that flows

In them, in us, from'Lthe source by man unattained
Save marks he well what the mystical woods disclose.

(p. 227 )
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This is very close to the sort of disinterested
i::

scientific inquiry in which Darwin himself engaged; its
premise j.s the same as that from which Darwin, Huxley,

and others worked -- that man has evolved from lower 
,,,-,,,,,,i:,

forms of life. The scientists looked. upon the theory 
':r::: '

of evolution as a possj-ble explanation of the origin
of species -- but it was merely one theory among many 

,,i:,,:.,,:,

which purported to explain the origins of lif e ' ,':':','

Meredith in his poetry transforms this scientif ic r,::,,: ,

theory into an imaginative vision of the essential
unity and harmony of creation. A scientific hypothesús

thus becomes the foundation of a mystical vision of the

meaning of life. While sleeping in the woods one
:

afternoon, a brood of snakes which Melampus has saved,

1ickhisearS,therebybestowingonhimthepowerto

understand the language of the forest creatures. This 
'

por^/er gives Melampus the key to understanding the mys-

t-ery of lif e, and he sees the essential unity in the .,..,.,;.;,
':':. :::::.:

apparent diversity of creation, the basic underlying ,, ,',.,:."..:'...'
:: -:.,:.: . 

:.

harmony behind apparent díscord

So passed he luminous-eyed for earth and t,he fates
We arm to bruise or caress us: his ears hrere charged

Wit.h tones of love in a whirl of voluble hates,
With music wrought of distraction his heart enlarged. :t,,.,,,Celestial-shining, ,.though mortal , singer, though mute, :1:::,:,:.1),,r

He drew the Master of harmonies, voiced or stilled,
To seek him; heard at the silent medicine-root

A song, behèld in fulfillment the unfulfilled.
(p., 229)

"The Master of harmonies" is of course Apollo, 9od of :

the sun and music, leader of the Muses, and a far¡o,urite i'. ,',
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mythological figure of Meredith's. In "Melampus"

Apollo's fight is spiritual understanding, his music a

symbol of the harmony of creation and of the wisdom and

sanity which is at the heart of that harmony: ,:: 
'

Hím Phoebus, lending to darkness colour and form
Of light,rs excess, many lessons and counsels gavet

Showed Vüisdom lord of the human intricate s\¡rarm,
And. whence prophetic Ít looks on the hives that rave , ,, ,,,And how acquired , of the zeal of love to acquire, :-,::,.::.:.

And where it stands, in the centre of life a sphere; ,,,,,',,
And Measure, mood of the lyre, the rapturous lyre r .

He said was Wisdom, and struck him the notes to hearo ,;i¡;
:i;:-:-,:a,

Sweet, sweet: n'tvras glory of vision, honey, the breeze
In heat, the run of the river on root and stone,

All senses joined, as the sister Pierides
Are one, uplifting their chorus, the Nine, hrs ovrn.

In stately order, evolved of sound into sight
From sight to sound intershifting, the man descried

The growths of earth, his adored, like day out of night,
Ascend in song, seeing nature and song allíed

(p,p. 229-30 ) ,

In "Melampus" Apo11o is a symbol of the harmony

anci unity of the natural world, but he is also assocíated

with the achievements of civilization -- learning,

medicine, and poetry. As sun god, frê provides both

the líght and heat which make things grow and the ,',.,;,1
':", .-a

spirítual illumination traditronally associated with the 
',:,;1,,'1.t

lignt of the sun. He is theréfore, both a symbol of the '

progress of human civllizatíon and of the harmony of the

natural world.. Apol1o's descent to earth visually
dramatizes one of Meredithts favourite themes, which is ;:':t'lt';

the marri.àge of earth and sky, representíng the physical

and spiritual elements of experience. Apollo represents
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both the higher, rational conscious element of rife
and the essential harmony and unity of the totality.

"Phoebus with Admetus", based on Apollo's year of

exile on earth in punishment for killing the cyclopes,

is a celebration of the virtues of rural life and the

skills of husbandry taught to Admetus' household by

the god. In this poem, Apollo's descent t,o earth

repåesents the union of thê creative civilizing force

in man with the natural processes of nature in the

form of fruitful labour. As the stanzas run through

the seasons from. summer ,to spring, each of the skills

which Apollo has brought to earth is celebrated in

turn: first husbandry, then crafts such as trapping

beasts and shooting birds of prey, then story telling

and dancing, and finally medicine and the music of

the lyre, the final stanza ending in a celebration

of the creative union of man and nature as epitomized

by Apolto's year on earth:

Ycju with shelly horns, r¿rmsl and promontory goats,
You -whose browsing beards dip in coldest dewl

Bul1s, that walk the pastures in kingly-flashing coat,sl
Laurel, ivy, vínê, wreathed for feasts not few:

You. that build the shad.e-roof, and you that court the rays,
You that .leap besprinkling the rock stream-rent:

He has been our fellow, the morning of our days:
Us he chose for housemates, and this way went.

t God! of whom music
And song 4nd blood are pure,
The day'is never darkened
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"Phoebus witn Admetus" celebrates the creative
union of man and nature, with the emphasis on mants

civilizing power to improve the natural world. "The

South-Vüester" ís a celebration of natural process it-
se1f. The south-west wind. is another favourite
Meredithian image, usually slzmbolic of the creative
force in nature. 1 On the surface, the poem appears

to be a simple description of a windy day: ,

Day of the cloud in fleet,s: O day
Of wedded white and blue, that. sail
fmmingled, with a footing ray
In shadow-sandals down our vale'I "--
And swift to ravish gglden meads,
Swift. up the run of turf it speeds,
Thy bright of head and dark qÍ heel,
To where the hilltop fIings on sky,
As hawk from wrist or dust from wheel,
The tipt,oe'scalers tossed to fly: --( p,. 32L )

The opening lines skillfully manipulate the image of

the clouds to create a,unified vision of earth, sea,

and sky. "Cloud in fleets" combínes sky and ocean in
one image, which Meredith follows with the "wedded white

and. blue", implying tþat the white clouds are we<lded to

the blue sky; and, because of his underlying sailing
'image, the sky is also the ocean. The same clouds

which saj-l in the sky are then linked to the ground by

means of the shadows they cast: "With a footing ray/
In shadow-sandals dówn our vale: --n . In the first
five1inesofthepoem,thec1oudsunify.earth'Sea,

and sky as well as reconciling light and dark, since the
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white clouds cast dark shadows: "Thy bright of head and

dark of heel". Meredith has thus found an ideal image

in these opening lines to express his sense of the

unity and harmony of creation. Besides presenting an

image of the unity of earth, sea, and sky, the opening

lines of the poem are embued w,ith a tremendous ,feeling

of energy and activitlr. The same clouds which unite

earth, sea, and sky, are also constantly in motion.

Not only does Meredith employ such active verbs as

ttsailttr'itf,avishtt, ttspeedstt, ttf lj-ngstt, and "tossed" , but

he transforms actj-ve verbs into nouns and adjectives:
ttf leetstt, ttfootíngtt, ttrt¡nt', and ttscale¡rs.tt, The f irst

ten lines of the poem are thus a perfect blend of the

vitality and unity which is at the heart of Meredith's

poetic vision.

The next fifteen lines describe the brrth of day

from night, again reconciling opposing images of tight

and dark in"terms of colour and dusk. T.he clouds on-

the horiZon.â.t dawn are described as "411 dusky round thy

cradled light", "v'treathed as ravents plume", and "Dark

eyebrows oter a dreamful eye" whúch, with the coming of

da!ùn, are t¡:ansformed into "purpled vapours" that

"crimson played/On edges of the plume and leaf" until

they finally fly earthrs breast white as "Earthrs milk".

Once again, the clouds link earthrsea, and sky. Clustered

round the cradle óf dawn, they are described as "brine-
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born issues" about to be "in bloom/Transfågured".

Born from the sea, they inhabit the skyrand bl-oom on

earth.'.
Vlith the sunrise Meredith conceives of a new unífy- r:":ì.:

ing image in the embrace of sun and earth, while the

passage of the clouds across the sun's face creates 
.:.

a rapid alternation of sun and showers imaginatively ., j.','
t,t ''

portrayed as the alternation of summer and winter: 
:,,,,jj,,

And she is in her lover t s fold t " "'"
Illumined oter a boundless range
Anew: and through quick morning hours
The Tropic-Arctic counterchange
D,id seem to pant, in beams and showers

(p. 322 )

Whrle earth and sky are united in a lover's embrace , ',

earth and ocean merge imagistically as the woods take 
.

:

on the characteristics of water: 
i

j

And sister was her quivered green' To sapphire of the Nereid eyes
On sea when sun is breeze; she winked
As they, and waved, heaved waterwise
Her flood of leaves and grasses línkedt ,.,i,,,( p. 322 ) , ,,..

:r': t.: 
_All the Ímages of the above lines portray activity ',:,'.,",,

and movement. The swift alternation of sun and showers

telescopes the movement of the seasons into one brief
day, while the earth is pictured as possessing all ¡: ,: :

i. 
':: 

¡.:l',:

the qualities of restless motion possessed by the ocean,

traditional slzmbol of life's perpetual state of f1ux.

To show t,he underlying order and harmony in this perpet-
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ual motion, Meredith uses his favourite metaphor of

music. Earth and sun are harp and harper united in song,

which is both product of their union and source of the

endless activíty of life:

Heard we the woodland, eyeing sun,
As harp and harper uTere they one.

For music ¿iå'ååå; movement rouse,
And motion was a minstrel-s rage ...

( pp. 322-23)

The very insubstantiality of the clouds' mere vapours

constantty changing form, make them ídeal images of the

life process for¡ âs Meredith repeats in poem after

poem, there are no permanent states, only the ongoing

process in which all things participate and from which

all things deríve their form and existence. As the

clouds change their shape and blend into one another,

so each living thing is 1,a part of all other living

things and ultimately blends into the total life process.

The poem ctroses with an imaginatíve vision of the

gods on Olympus and the descent of Aphrodite, "that
Lady of the hues of foam", to earth where she melts in-

to the landscape. Love is the force which unites the

uníverse, reconciling opposing states and we1dS-ng all

aspects of creation into a unified whole. Once again,

Meredith combines èarth, sea, and sky in one image'

that of the heavenly goddess, born from the ocean, who

descends to l-ive on earth: "Melting she passed into

the mínd , / Where immortal with mortal \nleds. " We are
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reminded that this poem is an imaginative vision, the

product, of the poet's mind. and of his abilíty to
perceive the creative harmony and vitality of the

unj-verse. As a conscious being, man both participates
in and encompasses within his own mind the entire life
process; and thus the poem concludes by eulogizing,

not merely the creative vitality of nature, but the

human poetic vision which is able to see the essential

unity of creation:

Pageant of man's poetic brain,
His grand procession of the songi,
It was; the Muses and their train;
Their God to lead the glittering throng;
At whiles a beat of f orest gong -,

At whiles a glimpse of Python slain.
Mostly divinest harmonli',
The lyre, the dance. lÍe could believe
A life in orb and brook and tree
And cloud: and still holds Memory
A morning in the eyes of eve.

( p. 324 )

In perceiving unity, man is also creating unity; while

he sees.,"A life in orb and brook and Tree/ And. cloud",

he also has the power to synthesize these perceptions

within his mind into a unified whole. By means of the

povrer of memory, he can unite both morning and evèning

into one cohesíve vision. Apollo, as leader of the

Muses, is a slzmbol of the creative power of civílization
and its highest achievements, "the lyre, the dance", for

these recreate on a human level the perfect harmony of

natural creation.



Love is the force which gives man the power to

perceive the unity, harmony, and beauty of the natural

world, and to reproduce that harmony in story and song.

As Meredith says in "'rhe Thrush in February"¡ ',,',,

Love born of knowledge, love that gains
Vitality as Earth it mates,
The meaning of the Pleasures, Pains,
The Life, the Death, ílluminates. 

,

FOr l-OVe We Earth, then Serve \^7e all; ,"',,,,

Her mystic secret then is ours: ...
( P¿ 3 31 ) 

'1:t';'
The rational intellect alone is not capable of inter- 

l

preting earthfs secrets; only when motivated by love,

as in the case of the "good physician Melamptrs", can 
I

man'sinteI1ectdecipherearth's''mysticsecret''

Love is also the force which binds the universe to- 
,

gether, reconciling the opposing and disparate 
l

elements of nature into a harmonious whole. In "The I

l

Woods of Westermain" love is the "great volcano"

which "flings/Fires of lower Earth to Sky". The . ::.
it,t,,,. ri

volcano image appropriately captures Meredithts pow- ,, ,

erful sense of a physical force thrust,ing upwards to '" "".'

unite earth and sky, sense and spirtÈ. Love is also

described in "The Woods of lVestermain" as"the Fount and

Lure or the chase". ït is both the propelling force ""
behind life's dynami-c activity and the thing which all

beings seek:

Fount unresting, Lure divine!
There meet all: too late look most.

37.
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Fire in water hued as wine
Springs amid -a shadowy host i
Circled: one close-headed mob,
Breathless, scannÍng divers heaps
Where a Heart begins to throb,
where ít ceases' slow'nJltlråïtã; 

',;,,'.,',,,'

The flaming fountain combines Meredith's,volcanic

image of love 'as an explosive image of desire with
::.--::::.:,':

the traditionar christian image of the fountain of 
i,i,ì,ì:.,i.,,:Ì,
'.'life, while the fact that it is a fountain "hued as i

' :'"' tt:t"tt'tt'

wíne" suggests both the Christian sacrament and the i.r:':ì :';Ì::

)b1ood which that sacrament consecrates. The flaming
I

fountain is the central unifying image of the poem i l

iin which the opposites of flesh and spirit, beginning 
i

and end, the sourcê and. the quest, are reconciled
I

into one harmonious vision.
l
I

This concept of love as both the source of
,natureis creâtive energyrand the force which binds i

a1l the dj-sparate elements of nature,togêüher, is ;::::.:i;::;
1.,.": 

.:'.. 
',:'.,

. ; ;-r :._ : ¡.,:1-;:::,.

It is only through the mediation of the power of love ,',,t',,",,,',,,';

that .Iife has any meaning whatsoever. He dramatizes

thís concept in a mÖ-re-concrete, and less esoteric
fashion than in "The Vüoods of Vüestermain", in "The i:::'.;;';:';

i ., . 
: 

, 
. 

. ¡ 
. ¡ 

: 

¡ 

: 

, 
:. , 

, 
:, 

: 
.

Day of the Daughter of Hades'", a mythological poem of
hÍs own invention which Lel1s the story of the one

day on earth of the daughter of Persephone ànd Hades.
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The story itself is fairly simple, but it contains

all the crucial elements of Meredith's poetic thought

the interconnection of life and death, the

importance of love as the moving force of the universe

and. as the key to understanding earth's secrets, and

the necessity of accepting the life process and one's

own part ín it, however smaIl.

The youth Callistes runs out to greet the dawn

in the now fertile vale of Enna when he witnesses the

reunion of Demeter and Persephone. Callistes faints
from astonishment at the sight, and awakens .to find

a beautiful maiden before him. She is Skiageneia,

daughter of Persephone and Hades, who has hid.den her-

self=in her mother's chariot out of a burning desire

to see the realms of light,. The remainder of the poem

describes Èheir day on earth together, during which

Skiageneia takes an intense interest in the minute

activities of all earth's creatures. She find.s joy

only ín those human actívities, however, whích are a

part of the organic life process, such as husbandry

and herding; for the martial arts, she has neither love

nor interest. Her day culminates in a song of praise,

addressed to Apollo, rejoicing in the light and life

of earth:

Then with wonderful voice that rang
Through air as the shran's nigh death,
Of the glory qf Light she sang,
She sang of the rapture of Breath.
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l. :. .: '.':

l.:',:1,'.'

Nor êver, says he who heard'
Heard Earth in her boundaries broad'
From bosom of singer or bird
A sweetness thus rich of the God
Vühose harmonies always are sane.
She sang of furrow and seed'
The burial, birth of the grain,
The growth, and the showers that feed'
And the green blades waxing mature
For the husbandmanrs armful brown.
o, the song in its burden ran Pure,
And burden to song \^7as a crown.

( pp, 2L4-5')

Unfortunately, this song' which is a spontaneous out-

pouring expressing her love of earth and all its

creatures, betrays her whereabouts to her father,

Hades, who has noticed her absence. The landscape

is instantly darkened as Hades comes in his fierce

black chariot to fetch his daughter home. Callistes

and the girl flee in terror, but there is no escap-

ing the dark chariot of Hades which tears through

land and water in a frantic search for Skiageneia.

Callistes would resist if he could, but Skiageneia

accepts the f act that her day on earth is over:

So stood she awhile
In the gloom of the terror afield,
And the sílence about her smile
Said more than of tongue is revealed.
I have breathed: I have gazed: I have been:
It said: and not joyless shone
The remembrance of.tight through the screen
Of a face that seeme-d shadow and stone.

(p. 2]-7 )

She returns to the underworld, and Callistes is left

to spend the rest of his days singing of the things

which she loved so well, while pining away for his
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lost l-ove 3

And Callist,es to her beneath,
As she to our beams, extinct,
Strained arms: he was shade of her shade.
In divísion so were they linked.

(p¡ 2L9 )

Through a skillful use of mythology, Meredith is

able to dramatize both the unity of life and death,

and the power which love exerts on the life and

death process. Love is the driving force behind this

poem: Persephone returns to earth each spring out of

Iove for her mother, Skiageneia rs drawn to earth out

of a s:imilar love of light and lífe. As the child

of spring and death, she belongs to both realms, but

she is ,drawn irresistibly to earth: "She was fire

for the blue and green/ Of our earth, dark fire;

athirst/ As a seed. of her bosom for d.awn.I' The

counterforce to Skiageneia's love of ..earth is Hadesr

love of..his daughter, which compeJs him to seek her

''out and return her to the underworld. Lastly,
I

Callistes' songs of the harvest and the "rapt vision

of Good" are inspired by his'love for Skiageneia:

' Our Lady of Gifts prized he less
Than her issue in darkness: the dim
Lost Skiageneia' s caress
Of our earth made it richest for him.

( Þ,¡ 220)

The poem is.thus constructed on the basis of con-

flicting forces which are really all the same force,,

I-ì' 1' -
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though moving in opposite directions. persephône

draws Skiageneia up to earth, Hades pulls ner back

down to the underworld, and Callistes is caught in
the mid.d1e, unable to accept either life or death.

Vüithin the poerh itself , life, death, and love,

combine to intensj-fy onets experience. Skiageneiats

love of earth is intensified by her knowledge of
death; a prisoner of darkness, she possesses a

burning love of light. But despite her fierce long-

ing for light, she is aware of and accepts the fact.

that she must inevitably return to the underworld.

Both she and. Persephone share the same wan smile,

"like Sleep on its ftood,/ tlnat washes of all we crave:

"pirit .rr-

shrouded".' The smile is a reflection of their
knowledge of the conditions of life and death. Having

foot.a upon both, they have learned to accept both

as part of one continuous process. The knowledge of

death makes life more desirable, but it also'makes

one aware of the impermanence of mortal existence and

the necessity of accepting one's mortality. Callistes'
encounter with "the Three" also intensifies his

experience. His love for Skiageneia and her love for
earth has made earth and j-ts activities all the more
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precious to hím; because he is unable, however, Iike
Skiageneia, to accept her exile t,o the underworld,

he is cursed. While singing songs in praise of earth,

he longs only for death. The knowledge of life and

death should, if we lroùld remain saner'iuash -us of arl,we
crave". The wan smile of Persephone and Skiageneia

is a sign of acceptance; Callistes does not accept,

and he is destroyed: "He wept not: he wasted Ì,tithin:/
Seeming sane in the song, to his peersr/Only crazed

where the cravings begin".

"Hymn to Colour" has message similar to "The

Day of the Daughter of Had.es", presented imagistically
rather than by means of fab1e. Jack Lindsay calls
this poem an expression of "the dialectícs of human

change", presenting Life and Death as the "fused

opposites of a single system of process", the unity
of which is Love.2 The poet walks between Life and

Death when Love appears and the dawn begins. Life
and Death bear the same relationship t.o Love in this
poem as day and night do to Colour. Meredith's idea

of the unity of process, in which alt opposítes are

reconciled through Love, is presented visually in the

fleeting image of the dawn which unites night and day

in -a burst of Colour. As the dawn proceeds, Life and

Death, now interr^roven into one shape, fade into the
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background while Love tells the poet that, if he is
not to be blinded by hís own egoism, he must see Love

in both Life and Death:

Then said: there 1ie they, Life and Death in one.
Whichever is, the other is, but know,
It, ís thy craving self that thou dost see,

Not in them seeing me.
( p:. 362)

Love then goes on to illustrate his poínt in an eulogy

to Colour, "the soul's bridegroom":

Look now where Colour, the soul's bridegroomrmakes
The house of heaven splendid for the bride.
To him as leaps a f ountain she avrakes,
fn knotting arms, yet boundless: him beside,
She holds the flower to heaven, and by his por^rer

Brings heaven to the flower.

Death begs of r,ífe his blush; Life Death persuades
To keep long day with hís caresses graced.
He is the heart, of light, the vn-ng of shades,
The crown of beauty: never soul embraceo.
Of hím can harbour unfaith; soul- of him

Possessed walks never dim.
( p. 363 )

As the brilliant but fleeting colours of the dawn unite
day ancl night into one vision of beauty, so Love unites

Life and Death into a meaningful whole. Colour re-
presents the beauty which man perceives in the universe;

Love represents the perceptive human faculty which

captures this beauty in song. Love's memories prolong

the moment of dawn into an eternity: in a similar
fashion to the closing of "The South-Wester" hrhere

mernory unites mo¿ning and evening:

l:r:
t-
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Love eyed his rosy memories: he sang:
O bloom of dawn, breathed up from the gold sheaf
Held springrng beneath Orientl that dost hang
The space of dewdrops running over leaf;
Thy fleetrngness ís bigger in the ghost

Than Time with all his host!

Of thee to say behold, has said adieu.
But love remembers how the sky was green,
And how the grasses glimmered lightest bùue;
How saint-like grey took fervour: how the screen
Of cloud grev¡ violet,¡ how thy moment eame

Between a blush and flame.

They do not look through love to look on thee,
Grave heavenlinessl nor know they joy of sight,
Who deem the wave of rapt desire must be
fts wrecking and last issue of delight.
DeacÍ seasons quicken in one petal-spot

Of colour unforgot.
( Pp. 363-4 )

Love has given men the power "To spell the letters
of the bky and read/ A reflex upon earth else mean-

ingless". It is the power whích wíl1 reunite heaven

and earth, with mankind "the attuning chord,,. Love

ends his song, and the poet comes arday transformed

by his vision into a nehr ahrareness óf the unity of
the life process:

The song had ceased; my vision with the song
Then of those Shadows, which one made deseent
Beside me tr knew not: but Life ere long
Came on me in the public vrays and bent
Eyes deeper than of old: Death met I too,

And saw the dawn glow through.
( p. 364 )

The emphasis in "Hymn to Colour" is on perception and

memory. Colour may be the vivifying force of nature,

but only love can make the life process meaningful.
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Love is the power which has raised man out of brut-
ishness up "to stature of the Gods". More importantly,
manrs part in this process is vital; he is the "attuning
chord" which links heaven and earth.

l

The power of love to alter one's perception and

as the force uniting heaven and earth is also the theme

of "Med.itation under Stars". The poet, standing on

i earth, looks up at the stars and wonders what connection

if any, they have with him. He sees the stars not as

spiritual entities, their traditional role, but as my-

, sterious orbs which defy the probing of man's ínquisitive
' mind:

Implacable they shine
To us who would of life obtain
An anshrer for the life we strain

To nourish with one sign.
(pr365)

l' Man has always looked to the stars for confirmation of a

spiritual reality, but thè human intellect has not the

I pohrer to decipher their mystery:

I il;: ;:i"Ëiåiii:':f,i,ll'"ie pass
The b,reath of thought, who would divine

If haply they may grovü
As Earth, -- - -

, ( p. 365)

' The inteltectual desire to know their nature is really
:

another form of egoism, part of the futile human quest

for personal immortality:

Those visible immortals beam
Allureme.nt to the dream:

i: :- !-..
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Ireful at human hungers brook
No question in the look.

For ever virgin to our sense,
Remote they wanè Eo gaze intense::
Prolong it, and in ruthlessness they smite
The beating heart behind the ball of sight

Till we conceive theír heavens hoar,
Those lights they raise but sparkles frore,

And Earth, our blood-\4rarm Earth, a shuddering prey
To that frígidity of brainless ray.

(p. 36s)

rhg intellectual attempt to understand the stars ration-
ally, by means of scient,ifíc theory, reduces them to
cold, merciless lights -- symbols of death rather than

lífe. But if, instead bf questioning the nature of the

st,ars in a futile search for the meaning of lifer vrê

consid.er the nature of Iove, then those alien worlds are

sud.denry revitalízed and joined with earth in one unified
vision. when we look with the èyes of love, the stars are

transformed; hre see beyond the limitations of mÍnd. and the

senses to understand that life ís the same everlmzhere and

that, earth and stars are all part of t,he one rife proces,s w.hose

interpreter is "the lord of Mind", love.lrh" poem ends with a

vision of love, 'rthe grand impulsiontr, as the moving force
of the universe. Furthermore, the same vislonary porÁrer which

links the stars to earth, also transforms our perception of
earth:

So may we read, and little fínd them cold:
Not, frosÈy lamps illumining dead space,
Not distant aliens, not sensefess powers.
The fire ís in them whereof we are born;
The music of their motion may be ours.
Spirit shall deem them beckoning Earth and voiced
Sisterly to her, in her beams rejoiced.
Of love, Ëhe grand impulsion, we behold

The love that lends her grace
Among the starry fold.

|'.: .¡..- -_
l::j::.
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Then at new flood of customary morn,
Look at her through her showers,
Her mists, her streaming gold,

A wonder edges the familiar face:
She wears no more that robe of printed hours;
Half strange seems Earth, and sweeter than her flowers.

( pp. 366-7 )

Love has the power to make the familiar look
beautiful and St:range, and it is this quality of arter-
íng one's perception of rearity which Merëdith wishes to
convey in his poetry. There are two key faetors Ín
Meredíthrs poetic philosophy. one is his insistence tha-t

all e,lements of man t s experience be united into one

harmonious vision of a creative, benevolent process of
existence. The other is his emphasis on the human mind

as the agent which synthesizes the disparate elements

of experience into a unified who1e. Meredith's over-
whelming message is that life must be seen as a process

and that man is in the unique position of being able

simultaneously to participate in that process and. to
envision the total pattern within his mind. Because of
his dual ro1e, man can view life from either the isolated
perspective of the individual participant, which is a

t,ragic visionr or fnom the general perspective of the

total ongoing process, which is a comic vision. AI-
though both the tragic and comic visions have their own

validity, Meredith sees the former as essentialty
destructive and alienating, and the latter as essentially

::
t. _

t-..,
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creative and cohesive. The force which binds creation
together j.nto a unified and cohesive whole is love;
and if man would participate in the natural life process,

he must love Mother Earth and see her through the eyes

of love. Love alone provides the key to unlocking nature's
secrets. In "I4editation under Stars" the rational
intellect cannot d.ecipher the mystery of the stars, but
love can unite both stars and earth in one unified vision
of beauty. Meredith belíeves that poetry is the best

medium of expression for such a vísion becauser ês he

says in a letter to a fríend: "The treasure of verse is

wheé thought embraces feelingir âs the man the- womàn. Then
you have joined the highest ,i¡ mind. with the,d.eepeit in
naËure. That is why poetry is above phÍIosophy: rt is
the voice of the essential man before the Gods.,,3

Poetry, in Meredithts opinion, recreates the essential
life process. "Thought embraces feeling"; poetry is an

act of love which reconciles the dísparate elements of
man's experience, mínd and nature, into one unified
vision of reality which in turn acts on the reader to
produce a heightened a\^rareness of the beauty and goodness

of nature. In the final analysis Meredith,s poetic

vision is largely a matter of faith; he sees in nature

a benevolent, ordered. process because at heart he is
an optimist who will believe that, life is good. no matter
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vühat, the evidence of his senses.

ii.;.'



CHAPTER IIT 51.

FORM AND CONT.EJNT IN '' THE WOODS OF WESTERMAIN''
AIÍD ,' A FATTH ON TRIAL''

In this chapter I propose to examine the relat.ion-

ship between Meredith's poetíc style and his theories

about the life process and the importance of human

perceptíon. In chapter I of this thesis I have pointed

out how critics have invariably misinterpreted Meredith's

poetic purpose and, as a result, have harshly critieized
hís poetic style. Most critics assume, quite wrongly I
believe, that Meredith is an intellectual poet, a

versifier of icÍeas. Even G. M. Trevelyan, one of the

more sympathetic and sensitive of Meredith's cri-tics,
assumes that hrs májor poems are didactic expositions of

a philosophic and religious creed: "t¿Ir. Meredith's

religion, philosophy, and ethícs, which inspire and

illuminate his novels, are expressed more fulry and in

more exact terms in his poems. Many of these are by

nature dídactic and not only invite but require exposition

and d.ebate. "1 ï have argued in Chapters l and 11 of this
thesis that Meredith is not trying to expound intellectual
concepts, but, on the contrary, to reproduce in
imaginative form..his oÌ^7n experience of life as a benevo-

lent joyous process leading to some ultimate spiritual
end. The ideas behind the poems, that lífe and death

are part of one continuous process, that there is an

f.'.'.:.''.
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essential unity amid the apparent diversity of the nat,urar-
worrd, and that man must participate within the naturar_
cyclical life process rather than röoking vainly beyond to
an unknown and perhaps non-existent spiritual reality,
are fairly simple and commonprace ontological statements.
what is significant about the poems is not the ideas which
they contain but the presentation of those ideas. The

essence of Meredi-th's poetic vision ries ín his ability
to see and to accept lífe as a meani_ngful process; and
in his poetry he regards nature as emblematic ot this
benevolent life process. He is aware, though, that
one's views on life and nature vary according to oners
point of view. From the tragic perspective nature is far
from benevol-ent and is often regarded as an openly
hostile force. rn "Mod.ern Love", for exampre, nature,
in the form of human nature, is the vilIa.in responsibr_e
for the disaster:

The wrong is mixed: f, tragic Iife, God wot,No villain nee<1 be! passioñs spin ín the piot,
We are betrayed by what is falsè within.(p. Ls2 )

rn "Mociern Love", human nature is out of tune with
nature itself, a state of 'dísharmony which results in
the destruction of the human pair. rn a very rear_ sense

the lovers' inabirity to perceive and to participate in
the natural life process J-s responsrbre for their grief.
The logical concrusion, in Meredith's visi_on of things,
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can only be that one is both happier and healthier to

see life from a comic perspectíve. Ultimately oners

view of external reality is a reflection of onet s own

inner state; life is tragic or comic depending on one's

point of view, anci Meredith¡s poetic purpose is to per-

suade his readers to adopt a comic perspective.

The key to Meredithr s poetry, then, lies not in
philosophical ideas but in the state of human per-

ception, that is, in the minci's ability to organize

external phenonema into a meaningful whote. Meredith's

vision of a unified creative life process in which man

himself participates, is conveyed not soIely on an

intellectual plane, in terms of philosophical ideas,

but through an imaginative recreation of one's total
experience -- combining thoughts and feelings to re-
produce an impression of harmonious reality. Many of
those critics who complaín of the obscurity of Meredith's
poetic style have misund.erstood his purposei they are

trying to distill certaín intellectual concepts from

the poems, and find the dense style with its proliferation

of metaphors, twisted syntax and rapid movement of

thought from subject Èo subject annoying. The poems

vrere not, however, intended to be read as rational ex-

posítions of certain philosophical concepts, but to
produce a certain'ímpression on the reader to alter,

t.
I ,..
l_:_:.;_.
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if possible, one's view of the nature of reality. His

poetic style embodies his poetic theory. All
opposites, all dísparate élements, are reconciled in one

unified. vision of reality. ,,,:.i:
ï hope to illustrate the effectiveness of Meredithts 

::::::-::::

style and how it ís related to his poetic theory

through a close examination of two major poems "The 
,.::.,,,,,,:.,.,,,

woods of vüestermain" and 'rA Faith on Tríal". Both l,',.,,'."'.,"'',.'1,

i

poems have been severely critícized as typífyíng Meredithrs ],:.,,;;,r;:,;¡,,;,
i: :' ; :'.::

poeÈic faurts obscurity, tortured syntax, and extreme 
,

didacticism,andbothhavebee'nconsideredtobe

failures by all but a handful of critícs. 
:

In her excellent article on I'The Vüoods of :

Vfestermain", Patricia Crunden summarizes the critical
reaction to the poem, the common complaint being its 

i

l

"poor organization, tortured. syntax, warped imagery, i

and oppressive d.id.acticsmu.2 crunden disagrees with these

assessments, and goes on to describe the poem as the 
i,,:,,,.,,:,,,,i,,,i.'.'.'.'.'' 

'.' :

very ènrlcodiment of Mered.ithts poetic theory: ',Meredithrs r1, :,',,,; 
,,

'. - .':. ': t.-.;. .ibelief in the necessary union of thought and. feelirg, ',' ; ::

realism and idealism, mind and nature, is at
the heart of the poemrs meaning . the 

i:¡:._._r:¡.i;;..concrete images and the abstract formulations of the poem i,i':.''',r,jì,t,.'.,,,

are inextricably involved with each other. The peculiar
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density of Meredith's poetry which results from his
characteristic use of metaphor is not simply an unfortu-
nate affectation; it is the natural consequences of his
belíef in the natural interpenetration of realism and

idealism. ", ,Ê1_o \ I ágree vrith Crundenis( pp. 267-8 )

assessment of Meredithts poetic purpose in "The lrloods

of Vüestermain", although f feel that the "peculiar
density" of Meredíthrs poetry is the result, not only
of his "characteristic use of metaphor", but also of
his practice of compressing his syntax d.own to the

barest þones of a sentence in order tb heighten the

intensity and..:energy of the lines. For example, the

lines "Nothing harms beneaËh the leaves/More than waves

a swimmer cIeaves", are really a condensation of the for-
lowing thought: nothing wílI harm you beneath the leaves

of the woods any more than waves which a swimmer cleaves

will harm him. Meredith has compressed the thought of

this sentence into two short lines by oropping those eux-

il .ary, " part,s of speech '¡hich make the sentence condi=

tional. The resulting compression of thought both in-
creases the intensity and energy of the lrnes and demands

the careful infrection of the speaking vöice in order to
communicate the conditional nature of the thought. fn her

article on "Thë vfoods of westermain" crunden provides a

verytthorough and intelligent discussion of the poem's

!.
t.
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thematic organízation, thus refuting those critics who have

claimed the lack of any such organizatíon, but she does

not ad.equately nandle the problems óf alleged obscurity
and tortured syntax. I propose to begin as Crunden does

by first discussing the poem's thematic and imagistic
structure and then to add some comments on Meredíthts style
to show how the "tortured syntax" and "warped imagery,, are

an integral part of this thematic structure.

"The Vüoods of Westermain" introduces Meredith's
Poems and Lyrícs of the Joy of narth with the invútation
to "Enter these enchanted woods,/you who ciare", and is one

of the major poetic statements of Meredith's philosophy of
nature. As Cruncien explains:

The maín theme is that the rear woods of
Vüestermain are also the enchanteo woods, with
both the wonder and terror that the word
"enchanted" implies. But the challenge to
"dare" to enter the woods cannot be under-
stood until the poem has demonstrated the
attitude of mind implied in the word "clare".
Each section of the poem describes first
the wonder, then the terror of the woods,
and each offers reasons for the initially
mysterious transformation of one into the
other. Each section comments on earlier
sections, further unfolding the implícations
of the wonder, the terror, anci the dare.
¡-urther, the poem is d.ivided so as to
celebrate first the sensuous pleasure
(section 11), the love (section 111), and
finally the wisoom (section lV), which
may be found in the woods. By thus
appealing successively to blood, brain, and
spirit, the poem enacts the union of the
Meredithian triad which rt recommends.,n. 277)
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The metaphor of the woods of life which can provide

either the innocent pleasures of pastoral romance or the
terrors of spenser's woods of error, depending upon the
individual's responserEives concrete form to Mered.ith,s

basic theme of the duality of man's experience and the
necessíty of accepting and reconciling these dualities
into a unified and meaningful whore. Every aspect of the
poem contributes to the sense of doubleness inherent in
the woods metaphor. The metre, as Crunden points out,
enacts "the union of strong primitive energy with control
which is part of the meaning of the poem". (p. 269)
The pulsating rhythn of the trochaic tetrameter
catalectic, the same rhythm.r,of the,witches' sped.fl_s in
Macbeth and Blake's "Tyger", has an hypnotic incantatory
effect upon the reader whichr âs crunden says, "Rather
than tryi-ng to teach a lesson tries to cast a spelJ-

over the reader". ( p. 269 , The poem's rhytfin thus

embodies in concrete form what Meredith explicitly teIls
r.rs in section I11:

This is in the tune we p1ay,
Which no spring of strength woulo queIl;
fn subduing does not slay;
Guid,es the channel, guards the well:
Tempered holds the young blood-heat,
Yet through measured grave accord
Hears the heart of wildness beat
Like a centaurrs hoof on sward.

(p.1e6)
The music of the poem unites the primitive energy of the

centaur with the rat,ional control necessary if that wírd
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energy is.to have any positive direction.
As Crunden has pornted out, each of the poemts sect-

ions explores the duality of the woods in terms of
wonder and terror, and offers possible explanations as

to why this duality exists and how ít is to be reconciled
satisfactorily. Each subsequent section expands upon the
previous sections so that the poem becomes more and more

compJ-ex and abstract both structurarly and thematically
âs it, proceeds. Section 1 introd.uces the theme of the

dual wonder and terror of the woods with the invitation
to "Enter these enchanted woods , /you hrho d.are" , and then

captures the precarious balance between the two in the

image of the swimmer who finds the waves harmless, but

only as long as his strength does not fail. There is a

further duality in Ëhe pleasures which the woods afford
in the contrast between the lark, a.dreature of the air,
and the mouse and worm, humble creatures of the earth;
one is able to enjoy either or both of these types of
pleasure providing one ful1y accepts the hospitality

f ;-.i..¡: :."- -

i .. ".
)

ì

ot the woods:

Only at a dread of dark
Quaver ano they quit their form:
Thousand eyeballs under hoods

Have you by the hair. i:,,,,',', ,.

Enter these enchanted woods , i:::-'''":::':::::

You who dare
( p.1e3 )

Ii .- ..,..
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The sudden transformation from pleasure to terror is
triggered by the indívidual's own doubts and fears,
whether one finds joy or terror in these enchanted

wooos dependíng upon one's attitude.
Section 11 continues this theme, first describing

the sensuous pleasures of the woods in both concrete

and imaginative terms. The snake stretched across the

path "in his golden bath" ís both an idealízed vision of
what is tradit,iona 1ly considered to be an unpleasant

creature and an accurate description of a snake caught

in a pool of sunlight. Similarly, the descriptron of the

squírrel's ieap "Soft as winnowing plumes of Sleep"

carries us from a visual image of a fruffy tailed
squirrel into the imaginative realm of poetic analogy.

Real and ideal, concrete ano abstract, blend and merge

ín such a hray that the differences become indistinguishabJ-e.

As Cruncien says:

Are the lines rYaffles on a chuckle skim/Low ro
laugh from branches dim' (11.17-18), meraphorical
or a concrete rendering of the combined flrght and
song of the woodpeckers? The answer is that for
Meredith there is no ciefinite line between what the
reviewers praised as rfreshnessi of observation and
what they condemned as overbold metaphor The
profusion of metaphor in rThe Woods of Westermain'
is not merely poetic apparatus; it is a means of
creating in the mind of the read.er the very habit
of mind t,he poem advocates. ( pp. 269-9 )

The blending of the concrete observation of natural
phenomena with imaginative poetic vision is part of the
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enchantment of the woods, but one should always be

aware that this peaceful harmony is easily disrupted:

"But should you distrust a tone ,/Tlnen beÌvare,,. Once

again the sensuous and innocent pleasures of the woods

are quickly transformed into a nightmare vision of horror
and death. As the sw5rnmrng analogy of section I
implies, the woods are a source of innocent pleasure

only for those individuals who have adapted themselves

to their environment"and can meet it on its own terms.

If one is a strong swimmer, then one has nothing to
fear from the ocean; if not, then one is in constant

danger of drowning. In both sections the transtormation
from wonder to terror occurs when an indivídual expresses

distrust or doubt. Meredith's poínt is that man must

accept the conoitions of his mortal existence.

Section 111, the first of the two long sect,ions of
the poem, begins by describing the unity amid the

apparent diversity in the woods and then goes on to
ciescribe love as the force which bind.s these opposing

e'l.ements into a unifíed whoIe. The opening lines give

a detailed <iescription of the woodland setting in
which the various stages of natural fl-owering and decay

are all present in the images of the strawberry, the

star-flov¡er, and the "shredded husks of seedlings

flown". fn this opening passage a1-1 exists in tranquil
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harmony qxcept for the ominous¡hint of ,'Hasty out-

ward trípping toesr/Heels to terrorr orr the mou1d.',,

which suggests that some individuals have not as yet

reconciled themselves to the fact of thei-r mortal

condition.

As MerecÍith will go on to itlustrate, life and

death are opposing parts of one cyclical processi

the one cannot be accepted without the other. At the

beginning of sectíon rV, he explicitly tells us "you

must love the light so well,/That no darkness will seem

fell"; j-n section 111 he demonstrates his point
concretely by reconcilj.ng opposing and often contra-
dictory images. The line "Rich of wreathing sun and

rain" unites those two opposing states in the cir-
cular image of the wreath, suggesting both the per-

fection and harmony of the total process as well as

its cyctical quality. The word "wreathingi" also

suggests an intertwining which not only reconciles

these two opposing states but interconnects them in
such a \,\ray that the one cannot exrst \,üithout the other.

Sound and silence, light and dark, are reconciled

through a skiLlful use of both consonance and

assonance in the line "shadowed leagues of slumbering

sound". Meredith then goes on to illustrate the unity
amidst apparent diversity which is the essence of his
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poetic vision in the ímage of the myriad colours which

are all facets of the quality of right. Significantly
the light is "caught rn hoop", once again the circle
being used as an image of unity and perfection; and

within this círcle of light are contained "Classic
splendours, knightly d.yes". Meredith summarizes his
vision of the unity of process and the mind's ability
to preserve this visíon of harmony in the following
description of sunrise:

You have seen the huntress moon
Radiantly facing dawn,
Dusky meads between them strewn
Glimmeríng like downy awn:
Argent Westward glows the hunt,
East the blush about to climb;
One another fair they front,
'I'ransient, yet outshine the time;
Even as dewlight off the rose
In the mind a jewel so\^rs.
Thus opposing grandeurs live
Here if Beauty be their dower: ---( pp. 19s_6 )

In the image of the dawn Mered.ith illustrates how for
one fleeting moment the opposing qualities of sun and

moon, day and night, male and female, "Apo1lo ano

Artemis, are reconciled and united; and paradoxically

how this one transient moment is given a permanent

and eternal existence in the poetic vision of the mind,

which sees and preserves the unity of the moment. The

ciewlight on the rose, the very image of the insubstan-

t,ial.i-ty, ahd f leet,ingnes$ of mortal existencê: ts trans-
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formed poetically into a jewel which will last an

eternity.
The final part of section lll discusses the age-

old battle of the sexes and the love whích will
reconcile the two antagonists of male and female by

putting them in tune with natural process. This

passage thus offers the solution to the tragedy of

"Modern Love" where the man and woman are unable

amicably to reconcíle their differences. But this
rdyllic state can be enjoyed only as long as the

delicate balance of forces is maintained. One

wrangling note, and the ioyllic wooos of 1ove become

the nightmare woods of hidden terrors; the serene

harmony j-s destroyed and one is plunged into discord

and. 'd'esþair.

Section IV, as Crunden points out, is the most

abstract and complex of the poemt s four sections,

and descríbes the wisdom which allows man to accept
i..::':::ì.both the wonder and the terror of the woods, an acceptance j'i;::,,:,..',,r.

which is "th.e curmination of the - joy of Earth' ". (p. 277)

The section opens with the paradoxical statement that
one can truly love light only when one accept.s darkness

as its necessary corollary. In section 111 right is
a symbol of "the underlying unity of nature. Here it is
almost exclu,sflvely a symbol for life itself ". (p. 278)
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Meredith extends the light-as-1ife symbol to rlrustrate
how change is the essential aspect of the life process

and the permanence of essence despite change of form

which is behind this life process. As'Crunden puts it:
"Iife, like a right that 'burnstris a process of
consumS-ng. Process is in fact the essence of 1ite,
which Meredith compares to a mill that consumes grain

and transforms it to f lour. The image of the mi.l_I

echoes the sense of consuming in tburnt but it
emphasizes permanence of essence through change in
form:. (p. 278) .t'ollowing a series of images empha-

sizíng change as the essence of the life process, Mere-

dith implies that these constant changes are moving to-
wards some defrnite spiritual goal: "Change is on the

wing to bud/Rose in brain from rose in blood". Change

is the instrument of an evol-utionary spíritual process

by means of which man wilt progress from the bestial
to the rational and finally in the future to a spiritual
state. The only obstacle to this spirituat progress

ís the "scat-y dragonfowl" of self . But he too shall
suffer the effects of change and be transformeo from

the terror of the woods to the servant of mankind:

Change wiLl strip his armour off;
Make of him who was all mavr,
Inly only thrirling-shrewd,
Such a servant as none sahr
Through his days of dragonhood.

( p. 19e)

r':. -... :.-
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The poem then rises to a ciimactic vision of the

force which simultaneously binds tne diverse elements of
nature into one essential whole, and promotes the end-

less changes of life process -- Love, "the Fount and

Lure or the chase". f have already briefly discussed

in ehapter 11 the image of Love as a fountain of "fire
in water hued as .,\'rrine". In t'Tfre Woods of Westermain",

the fountain, from whj_ch ríses â throbbing heart, is
the life source, the vision of which reveals to man

the secrets of nature and how his own nature is mirrored
in the larger life process. Each man's nature partakes

of the larger whole:

" And 'tis very strangerttis said,
How you spy in each of them
Semblance of that, Dragon red,
As the oak in braken-stem.

( p. 200 )

In the image of the fountain, the mystery behind the

wonder and terror of the woods is ¡¡evealed. Man must

identify himself with the larger life process in order

to overcome the terror ancÍ to enjoy the wonder of life.
The fiery fountain is at one with "your come and. go of
breath" t it is the one source from which all life
proceeds and to which all life returns. Havrng thus

seen beyond h:i.s own mortal appearance to the source

of all existence, man gains the wisdom to progress to
a state of spiritual understanding. Nature is the

t.: :: 1. ::

i : ..::: - :'. :
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source of manrs spiritual being; by furfilling himself
on the natural level of existence, he gains a "Footway

to the God of Gods". A spiritual state is achieved not
by denying the senses but by fulfilling them; spirit
grows out of the flesh, and it is by fulfilling his
function in the natural life process that man grows into
spiritual- awareness:

Pleasures that through blooct run sane,
euickening spirj_t from the brain.
Each of each in sequent birth,
slood and braín and spirit, three
(Say the deepest gnomes of Earth),
Join for true felicity.

( pp. 20L-2 )

That the gnomes, dwellers of the underground, should be

the ultimaËe source of wisdom in the poem, eþitomizes
Meredithr s attítude to life; he has faith in nothÍng
which is not rooted in the senses.

In the closing section of bhe poem, Mere<jith's
vision of man's ultimate spirítual fulfilrment is captured

in the image of a vine wound about a tree trunk. Although
the vine ascegids to "heights unmatched.", it could not d.o

so without the sturdy support of the tree trunk which

is firmly rooted in earth. From the heights reached by

the vine t¡re view the entire world; it,s constant change

and flux rs portrayed in the image of a sea of wheat

which undergoes the entire process of growth, fruition,
and harvest. The harvesting of the wheat is compared to
the suffering of mortal existence, the good only being

1...-,:
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sorted from the worthless by undergoing rigours
comparable to the threshing process of sorting the

wheat from the chaff: "So flesh/Conjures tempest-

f lails to thresh/Good, from worthless,'. The worldr.

hrnen viewed from the heights of spiritual wísdom, is
still dominated by the Dragon of self and thus ít
appears to be mostly "dead marsh-damps", a place of
death "Fit but to be led by pain"; but in lVestermain

we see the scattered lamps of those who have learnt
the lesson of nature. To Èhese lights hre are drawn

as to a beacon:

Hither, hither if you will,
Drink instruction, or insti1l,
Run the woods like vernal sap,
Crying, hail to luminousness!

'Ihere stilr lurks a d.anger in this vision of light,
for man must be prepared to accept arl t,hat the woods

contain -- both the joy and the terror, the light and

the dark. One monster doubt, and the triumphant joy

of the fiery fountain is transformed into a nightmare

vision of horror and destrucÈion in which the founrain
pours out of the empty eye-sockets of a cieath's head.

Whether the woods are a source of wonoer or terror
ultimately depends on man and his indivioual response;

how one sees the woods is a reflection of onets own

inner state of being. The doubt and suspicion and fear
come from within, not from without, and if an individ.ual
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vüoulci enjoy the simple pleasures of the woods, he

need only alter his o\^rn consciousness. If he enters

tne woods firled with suspicion and selfish egoism,

these woods will reflect the horrors of his own

internal state. Meredith emphasízes this poínt

imagistically by aescribing t,he dragon of self as

"Muff leo by his cavern-collrl", which d.irectly relaÈes

to the hooded eyeballs which "Shroud you in their
glare" in the nightmare vision of the woods.

Tn the final analysis I would agree with Crund.en

that "as a whole, the poem is carefully constructed,

interweaving form and content, image and didactic
message with remarkable success from start to finish", (p.2g1)

but some further comment on Meredith's twisted syntax

and condensed metaphor is necessary since these aspects

of Meredithr s style have been so consistently and

severely criticized and since Crunden has not adequately

explained how his unusual style is a functional part

of t,he thematic structure of the poem. Most of the syn-

tactical probiems in "The Ïrtroods: of TVestermain" arise

from Meredithrs habj-t of omitting auxiliary parts.of
speech. fn the lines discussed. earlier in this chapter,

"Nothing harms beneath the leavesr/More than waves a

swimmer cleaves", those,auxíli.ary parts of speech which

make the line condit,ionai were seen to be omitted.
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Examples of such omissíons abound throughout the poem,

but not, it should be stressed, because Meredith ís try-
ing to be deliberatery obscure. The effecr of these

omissions is to int,ensify the energy and impact of the

poem's rhytnm, As €runden has pointed out, the met¡:e

of the poem creates an incantatory, hypnotic pulsating

effect which captures the primitive energy of the life

for:ce. Meredith's conciensed syntax merely heightens the

pulsating intensity of the metree by charging each and

every word with meaning. "The lrloods of Westermaôn" is
a poem which should be read aloud in order to capture

the full effect of the intense energy of the lines;
when the lines are properly read, the voíce inflections
of the reader supply the meaning which is sometimes

obscured by the dense syntax.

In a súrhilar fashion Meredith's condensed metaphors

also increase the energy and intensÍty of the poem. The

rapid successr-on of images in the poem intensifies the

impression of energét.ic movement created by the metre,

and requires careful attention on the part of the reader

to follow the development, of Mereoith's thought. For

example, consid.er these lines from section IV:

Vühence hhe t),tdal world is viewed
As a sea of windy wheat,
Momently black, barren, rude;
Goldenj,,brown, for harvest meet;
Dnagon-reaped from folly-sown;
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Bride-Iike to the sickle-blade:
Quick ít varies, while the moan,
Moan of a sad creature strayed,
Chiefly i.s its voice. So flesh
Conjures tempest,-flails to thresh
Good from worthless. Some clear lamps
Light it; more of dead marsh-damps.

(p.203 )

The theme of this section is the wisdom gained by seeing

beyond the constant changes of mortal existence to the

underlying process which gioverns this state of fIux. In

the passage quoted above, Meredithrs images capture both

the sense of constant movement which is the dominant

characteristic of natural process and the reconciliation

of opposing states into a unified whole which is the

essence of natural process. The worlci is compared to a

sea of wheat, the poem thus capturing in the ocean

metaphor t,he sense of constant f lux involved in process,

and capturing in the wheat metaphor the impression

that this process will be fruitful or rewarding. The

lines that follow alternately juxtapose seed-time and

harvest, initially condensing the entire process first
into two lines, "Momently black, barren, ruð,e;/ Golden-

brown, for harvest meet", and secondly into one line:

"Dragon-reaped from folIy-sown". Having captured both

the flux and unity of natural process imagistically,
Meredith goes on to draw his moral by investing the

natural process with a spiritual meaning. The harsh

conditions of mortal existence are necessary if mankind

is to develop spiritually. As the threshing process

j:r,l:.::,: '
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separates wheat from chaffr so the rigours of lífe on

earth separate good men from worthless men. What appears

to be an endlessly repetitive material process has a

:. inal spiritual goal represented by the "clear lamps"

which right the "dead marsh-damps".

It is difficult to separate passages for discussion
f,rom this poem becauser âs in the passage considered

t-
above, the 5rnagery is so closely interr^roven that one

.r cannot discuss a few lines without discussing the entire
poem. MeredÍth himself uses a weaving image to describe

the Ímpression of the life process when viewed from the

fountain source: "your senses drift¡/r,rís a shuttie
weaving su/ift". ( p. 2Oo , rndivid.ual sense impressions

unite to form a completed pattern made up of many

separate threads qroven into one fabric. Meredith's
condensed metaphors are thus an attempt to reproduce

both the energy and the unity of natural process, and I
would say that on the whole the attempt is remarkably

successful-. When judged by its or,trn sÈandaros, in terms

of what the poem is trying to accomplish, rather than

by a reader¡s often aroitrary expectations of what a
poem should oe, "The Woods of Westermain" ís a unique

anci fascinating poetic achievement.

"A Faith on Trial" is another of Mereoíthts major

poems which has been severely criticizeo for its
didacticism. C. Day Lewis, for examplê, observes that
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this poem, "is long, garrulous, egotistical s- a rambling

appeal to Nature for comfort and reassurance: r,ile

shoulo not call it insincere, but it is all somehow

beside the point and seems to expose the final sterility
of rationalism'J-.3 Once again, Lewis and critics like
hj-m have misint,erpreted Meredith's poetic purpose and as

a result have misreao the poem. ,,A Faíth on Tria1" was

not intended as a rational statement on lifer arry more

than was Tennyson's "rn Memoriam". Both are poems about

faith on tríal, specifically about man's faith in the

benevorent purposiveness of nature and abouL the basis
for that faith. Both poems begin in despair, with the
poet confronted by the death of someone very close to
him, and both struggle through questions about the

meaníng of Life and death and the existence of a

meaningful spiritual realtiy, to end in an affirmation
of the benevolence of nature and the spirituar progress

of mankind. The important point in each poem is not
the intellectuai arguments þpt forward to justify each

poet's faith, but t'he means by which each poet re-
affirms his faith in nature and mankind. Ultimate1y,
for both Tennyson and Meredith, faith is a matter of
choice, both poets actively choosing to believe; and

each poem re-enacts the process by which each poet comes

to make his particular choice or affirmation

:1...: :-:
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"The Woods of Westermain" explores the oual aspects

of nature and life ín the form of the wonder and terror
of the woocis, illustrating how the appearance of the

woods is dependent upon man's at.titude; those entering
the woods in a spírit of loving fellowship find t,hem a

place of innocent and peaceful pleasures, but, those

entering the woods in a spirit of selfisn suspicion and

mistrusË find them a nightmarish place of hellish
horrors. The very same woods are thus a source of
both joy and terror, the determining factor being the

individua]rs own inner state. "A Faith on Trial"
explores this same duality within the mind of the

narrator, who moves from a state of dtrll despair in
which nature appears to be a hostíle and alien force
to a sËate of affirmative joy in. vhich nature is "the
greater whole" of úhi.sh he is but a part. The means

by which this transformat.ion is achieved is the

subject of the poem and establishes the basis of
Meredith's faith.

The poet in old age and with a dying wife, goes

for a walk on a spring morning, but his grief over his
wife's illness and the memories of their past happiness

destroy all pleasure in the spring landscape which

surrounds him. As ls, the case in "Modern Love",

nostalgia and sentiment are destructive and alienating

r3 ..1 l . f
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forces which isolate the narrator from the natural_ life
process:

The memories tenderly bound
To us are a drífting crew,
Amid grey-gapped waters for grouno. ,.,.'. ',

Alone do we stand, each one, :":::;
TirI rootless as they we strer4r
Those deeps of the corse-like stare
At a foreign and stony sun.

( P. 347

rn his present state of grief the poet finds memories 
,l.:,.:¡,'.,;
,. :_ . . ,

of a happy past a mockery and a source of torment rather , r ,.
ii::::.::
:'.: -'ì':::,.than of comfort. Although his grief leaves him indif-

ferent to the joyous renewal ot the spring landscape,

still a lifetime habit of close observation of natural
phenomena remar-ns with the poet,. He sees and record.s the

activity around him even though he feels himself to be

isolated from the natural cycles:

I walked to observe, not to feel t
Not to fancy, if simple of eye
One may be among ímages reaped
For a shift of the glance, as grain:
Profitless froth you espy
Ashore after bíI1ows have Seaped. ', ,.',,.,,,¡

I fled nothing, nothing pursued: ;':: :'
The changeful visible face ,','., ,,..

Of our Mother I sought for my food' ;::,::,:,:,:

Crumbs by the way to sustain.
Her sentence I knew past grace.

(p.34e )

The problem lies in the fact that the poet is unabte
l,',1-t.ltt.tri.'.

to accept naturers sentence; he wishes to prolong the i:;:'::j.li

happy days of the past and in so cioing ís trying to

deny his own ano' his wifers mortality. He wishes to

il:.:";' ''
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preserve permanent ano fixed states of bèing, but the

overwhelming eviclence of his senses tells him that life
is a cyclicai process.

It is the poetts habít of observing nature closely, .,,..,,,1,,
-.'. : :.::. r. .

"My disciplined habit to seerr as he calls it, which

provides the key to the solution of his dilemma.

Throughout the poem the spring setting which provides ,,,,,, , .,,¡
:-.: .: '.- - 

_- '-

the backdrop for his musings is portrayed as part of ;',:;"::::::':'

t,-:,,,r,,,,,,a continuous process of decay and renewal . Amidst the :'r..:-:.ì:1 :.'i:'
l:: -.;1.' - -::t'.:'.

joyous and. thoughtless renewal of the wood.s in spring-

time, the narrator sees signs of the decay which supports

this renewal-. The spring bud.s grow out of "a mouldered

beechen shroud", the btossoming service tree rener^rs itself
amidst "the sobre mounds of the yeh/", the sight of the

dogwood flushing red in the spring causes the poet to
look forward to autumn when the same tree "Now hale in '

leaf age l-ush" will be "A bleeding greybeard". The poet

sees anci notes all these things, but because of his own i,,'':,.,,,,,,,i,::r:
1'_-:,: ,', .:. -'

private grief he fails to see any significance in .:"..,",',,,1,
',1,: 

-,: ;,'.i 
: :.: :..::'

nature's processes. The vigorous renewal of "young

Earthrs Bacchic rout"seems a meaningless mockery:

This earth of the beautífùI breasts r
Shining qp in all colours afla4re | ,.:,:,,r.,','::,;:
J.o them Fi" feelings of griefj had visage of hags! ;"' ''i:':ì,
A Mother of aches and jests:
Souless, heading a hunt
Aimless except for the meal.(p.3s0)
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He sees only a blind, relentiess material process with

no spiritual purpose whatever. IÈ is this apparent

lack of any spiritual quarity in nature which is the

cause of the poet's dismay; his faith in the benevolent

purposiveness of natural process has been temporarily

destroyeci by his private grief over his wife's illness.
His grief, ín fact, blinos him to the truth until

the sudden sight of a wildcherry tree in bloom trans-
forms his vision: "it struck as the birth of Light:/øven
Day from the d.ark unyokedu. The spiritual reality which

he failed. to see before, is revealed to him in the vision
of the cherry tree -- a symbol of the perpetual renewal

of spring:

T knew. it: with her, my own,
Had haileci it pure of the pure i
Our beacon yearly: but strange
Vühen it strikes to within is the known;
Richer than nehrness revealeci.
There was needed darkness like mine.
fts beauty to vividness blown
llrew the life in me forward, chase{,
From aloft on ä.:pinnacle-s range,
That hindward spidery 1ine,
The length of the ways I had paced,
A footfarer out of the dawn.
To Youth's wild forest, where sprang,
For the morning of May long gone,
The forestrs white virgin'- ...
She, the white wild cherry, a tree,
Earth--rooted, tangíbly wood,
Yet a presence throþbing alive;
Nor she in our language dumb:
A spirit born of a tree;
Because earth-rooted alive: ...

( pp. 3s1-2 )

I have quoted this passage at J-ength because 'ít marks the

climax of the poem and contains the key to Meredith's

76.



poetic phiJ-osophy. Nothing has changed. in this scene

except the poet's perception of reality. The cherry

tree is a link with the past, since he and his wife

have always haileci it as a beacon¡,of the coming spring;
as a symbol of spring, however, it is also a trink with
the future and the ongoing process. The sight of the

tree ca1ls up memories of the poetts youth and "the
morníng of llay rong gone" r^rhen he also saw the cherry

in bloom, anci this time his memories do not alienate
him from the lite process, but instead hetp him to
reaûfirm his faith in lifers perpetual renewal. The

spirit which he sees in the tree is that of the life
force -- the permanent essence which exists <iespite

changes in form. Its perpetual blossoming is a

triumphant, symbol of the ultimate victory of life over

d.eath, not in'the tradi-tional Christian sense, but in
terms of the ongoing process which contains both life :.

anci death.

The poetr s faÍth in the goodness ano purposiveness

of life is renewed because he identifies himself with
the larger life process and thus loses his own personal

and private sense of gríef:
But this in myself did T know,

That natures at interflow
With all of their past and the now
Are chords to the Nature without,
Orbs to the greater whole: ...( p. 3s3 )

77.
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78.There foll-ows a long section on religious faith and the
desire for personal immortality which Meredith views as

a manifestation of man's selfísh ego in revolt against
naturers Iaws. The desire for signs of a spiritual
existence beyond d.eath, in the form of religious miracres,
he caI1s a cry of unfaith motivated not by man,s quest
for spÍritual existence but by the wish to prolong
his sensual existence. Traditional relÍgious faith is
nothing more than a manifestation of our own sensual fears:

Assurances, symbols, sa$rs,
Revelations in leg,ends, light
To eyes rolling darkness, theseDesíred of the flesh in affright,For the which it. will swear tó adore | ...These are our sensual dreams;Of the yearning to touch, to feel
The dark Tmpalpable sure,
and have the Unveiled appear; ... (p.35a)

such desires will only be met with frustration. ït is

. 
useless to question the unknown; man,s spiritual quest,flust
be rooted in reality. rn t,his way Meredith reaffirms the
spirituali::prlrposiveness of Nature :

For the road to her soul is the Real:.The root of the growth of man:
And the senses must traverse i-t freshWith a love that no scourge shall abate,To reach the l_one heights where we scanfn the mind's rarer vision this flesh;ïn the charge of the Mother our fate;Her law as the one common weal,

ïn order ,ro do rhis, ro see inro .n"(n=L.1.t"T") of
Naturers soulr v/ê must subdue that "oId !.rorm,,, Ëhe dragon

l:l', ,'
Lt ".' '



of se1f, which demands personal immortality. Only by

accepting fully, and by willingty participating in, the

larger fífe process can \¡re hope to gain any spiiitual
fulfillment:

By Death as by Life, are we fed:
The two are one spring; our bond
lVith the numbers;whth whom to unite
Here feathers wings for beyond.:
Only bhey can waft us in flrght.
For they are Realityr s flower.

( pp. 3ss-6 )

As in "The hlood.s of Westermain", Mer:edit.h u-ses the image

of the tree, rooted firmly in earth while blossoming in
heaven, to embody his vision of man's spiritual pro-

gress. The vísion of the poet in "A Faith on Tríal"
culminates in the simple realízation "That from ftesh

into spirit man grohrs/uven here on the sod und.er sun". (p.357)
This realization marks the achievement of the widsom

described in the last section of "The Vloods of Wester-

Ìriain"; and like the former poem, "A Faith on Trial" ends

in a triumphant vision of the permanent spirituat
essence of nature which manifests itself in all the

varied forms of creation:

'Tö love more than things of my lap,tlove me' and. to let the types break,
'Men be grassr'rocks rivers, all flow;rA11 save the dream sink alikerTo the source of my vital in sap:
'Their battle, their loss, their ache,
'For my pledge of vitality know.

( p. 360 )
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This is the "dream of the blossom of Good" which leads

to Naturers master "The great over-Reason !ìre name/Bene-

ficence: mind seeking Mind",n. 360). Although the

ianguage is somewhat vague, Meredith is,j-mplying that
there is, after all, a spiritual reality which exists
outside of '¿or beyond r,¡ature and that the way to approach

this unknown spirituai entity is not, by d.enying the

flesh but by rejoicing in it,. The \^iay to the spiúit is
through the flesh and the way to self-fulfillment is
by losing one's self in the larger life process.

Meredithrs somewhat paradoxical vision of Manrs

spiritual fulfillment refledts his extremely practical
nature. One can view nature either as a hostile and

alien forcer €ùs the poet does at the beginning of the

poem t or he can view her as a benevoLent process guioed

by fixed and meaningful laws. His belief in the laLter
optíon j-s a sirnple ref,lection of basic temperament; for
Meredith it makes more sense to believe in the benevolent

purposiveness of rnature, his affirmation, as he was we1l

aware, being a matter of faith not fact. r;A Faith on

Trial" is structured in such a lray as to have the reader

experience this process of affirmation. Meredith wishes

to make his readers see and feel what he sees and feels.
The religious imagery associated with natural phenomena

and ebpecially with the cherry tree, the imagistíc emphasis

l.-..-
i .'
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throughout the poem on the interrelationship between life
and death in nature, and the ìmportance of memory as a
means of unifying one's personar experience, all com¡ine

to create a vision of life as a loenevolent purposive

process leading to some ultimate spiritual goal.
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CONCLUSION

I think it is abundantly clear that Meredith's

poetry has never been properly evaluated in terms of his
own poetic theory, which is that poetry should unit,e

thought and feelíng, real and ideal, material and spirit-
ua1, ín one harmonious vision. It is only fair to judge,

at least initially, a poet's work'on the basis of what

he hoped. his poetry would achieve, and in this respect

Meredith has been sadly misused. Critics have

consistently approached Meredith's work armed with

their own private assumptions about what good poetry

should be, never stopping to consider whether their own

views on poetry co:üncide with Meredithrs. More importantly,

because of Meredith's unusual poetic style, crritics have

persistently separated poetic content from poetic form

when discussing his poetry. O1der critícs such as

Trevelyan, Priestley, and Crees have admired and praised

his philosophy of nature while critizing the harsh style
in which he expresses his ideas. More modern ,:criticsr

such as Norman Kelvin, while finding Meredith's philosophy

somewhat inconsistent, still persist in primarily
discussing Meredith's ideas and relating them to major

philosophical and intellectual trends of the period.

Kelvin describes "The Woods of Westermain" as "the poem

which, unhappily uneven and largely a poetic failure,
contains so many of the irnportant aspects of Meredith's i ..:.:
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conception of nature". I By making such a statement

Kelvin reveals his total ignorance of Mered.ith's poetic

theory wherein form and content are inseparable. "The

Woods of Westermain", in which structure and theme,

abstract and concrete are inextricably ínterconnected,

is the very embodiment of Meredith's poetic theory.

f suspect that many modern críticsr dislike of

Meredithr s poetry reflects their lack of sympathy with
his poetic ai-ms. Meredith was attempting to unífy a

fragmented world., to recreate if possible, that mystical

sense of the harmony and unity of natural creation which

Arnold found so appealing in lVordsworthrs poetry, and

which Arnold hirnself was unable to reaffirm in his own

poetry. Mered.ithrs affirmation of the benevolence and

spiritual purposiveness of natural process is, like
Vüordsworthrs and Tennyson's, more a matter of fait,h

than lntellectual conviction. Meredith's philosophy

of nature amounts to nothing more than a certain

optitnistic attitude towards life. His poetry tries to
corrununicate this attitude, whieh I have called his comic

vision, to his readers.

In his poetic attempts to communicate his comic

vision, Meredith experimented freely with metrical and

stanzaic form. His metrical accomplishments range from

the lyrical joy of "Love in the Val1êy", with its rilting
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:.r ii:.: i¡:::::'

lr:_:'

rhythm and long stresses, and the more conventional

sonnet-like structure of "Modern Love", to such daring

metrrcal experrments as "The Vüoods of V[estermain" with

its pulsatíng rhythm and condensed syntax, and " A

Faith on Trial", which has such an irregular rhyme

sb.heme and line length that it. seems to have hardly any

form at all. Critics have almost universally acknow-

ledged the genius and skill of Meredith's handling of

poetic form ín "Love in the Va1ley" and. "Modern Love",

but they have also almost universally condemned the

style of "The Vrloods of Vfestermain" and "A Faith on

Tria1". It seems odd that a poet who has demonstrated

such a mastery of language and poeti-c form as lrleredith

is attriþuted to have shown in "Love in the Va11ey"

and 'rModern Love", should only be seen to have

written two good poems in a lifetime. Yet this is what

most critics would have us believe. C. Day Lewis even

goes so far as to say that the effort of writing "Modern

Love" so exhausÈed Meredithrs poetic powers t,hat he was

incapable of writing anything to equal it afterwards:

"When we read through the mass of poems he wrote after

"Modern Lovel r vtr€ get the impression of a man from whom

the blood has all run out. A great field of stubble

they are -- arj-d, prickly, dun; one harvest taken, and

not another in sight. "2 Such a conclusíon seems to me
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grossly unfair to Meredith. The poems v/hich folIow

"Modern Love" are very d.ifferent in form and content

from "Modern Love"; before condemning them as poetíc

faílures, hov,rever, critics should judge them on their ,,,1,
i.:::;.::. :_:.:-;.:1

o\,rn merits and not by the requirements of sonnet

sequences ( or whatever ) in which a state of emotional

despair on the part of the narrator seems to be the .... ,.,.,,.

.,,., ,': t,..'ì,:major criterion. ': : :':: '

ï think that ï have ad.equately illustrated in .,',1,'..,'1,'...,.'
.: .1 . _- ....:.-

Chapter 111 the effectj-veness of the unusual metre

and. poetic form of "The Woods of Westermain"; and it
is not unreasonable to suggest that the rather

shapeless rambling form of "A Faith on Trial" is

admirably suited to that poem's subjectrthe narratorfs
gropíng search through doubt and despair for his lost
faith. The rather flexiole form of "A Faith on Trial"

allows Meredith the freedom to produce many subtle
-. -:-...,.

variations in mood and tone. In examining the poem i';,'1.,,,,,',,,'¡;,

..:..:..
closely, one is astonished at the variety of moods t,..:,,r,',,'.,

which the narrator experiences on his walk. There is 
:":::ì::'i'::'l

first the cold d.espair of the foJ-lowing lines, in which

the harsh consonant sounds emphasize the narrator's : :.,.j
i¡.:;:,-,,:,.,:.:,:. :,':,

sense of alienation and d.espair: i.:ì':::':::'::::

The memories tenderly bound
To us are a drift.ing crev¡,
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Amid grey-gapped hraters for ground.
Alone do we stand, each one,
Tj-Il rootless as they we strew
Those deeps of the corse-tike stare
At a foreign and stony sun.

(p.347)

From the despair, the range extends to the jubilant ',. . ,,.', ,.

ecstasy of his vision of the dherry tree, and the lyric
s5mplicity of hís acceptance of nature's laws:

I bowed as a leaf in rain;
As a tree when the leaf is shed
To winds in the season at wane: ...(p.3s6)

In between are many sensitive and evocative descriptions

of nature, such as this of the beech tree in bud: ,'Weak

out of sheath downy leaves/Of the beech quivered lucid
as dew", n. 346 ) -

I wouLd suggest that if critics were to consider

Meredith's poetic style in relation to his poetic theory,

they would .find that many obscure poems gain new

clarity and meaning. Certainly a great deal more work

needs to be done in this area, sincer so far as I know,

no one except Patricia Crunden has even considered the

possibility that Meredith's unique poetic style might

have any functional poetic purprise.

Meredith also experimented freely with language in
order to capture his vísion of the unity of process. In

"The lVoods of Westermain" he uses language very

effectively to combine abstract and concrete states¡ êsr
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for example, in the following passage:

Or, where old-eyed oxen chew
Speculation with the cud,
Read their pool of vi-sion through'
Back to hours when mind was mud;
Nigh the knot, which díd untwine ...,,:
Timelessly to drowsy suns, ,,,,;.,.'

Seeing Earth a slimy spine,
Heaven a space for wining tons.

In the opening line wherein the oxen "chew,/Speculation",
:

Meredith uses a physícaI image to <Íescribe a mental 
,i,.1,,,,1

process, because his whole point is that ultimately 
'

there is no dif f erence between the two. By trac 5-ng 'l'lt,:;"i".

the evolut,ionary process backward we arrive at the time

when "mind was mud", a process which may be a contra-

d.iction in terms for his readers, but certainly not for

Mered.ith. One of the strongest tenents of his faith

isthatspiritevolvesfromthef1esh.Furthermore'in
progressing from flesh to mind to spirit, nothing is ]

lost; the physical remains with the spiritual. Thus one

can trace the process backward, like unravelling a 
..:

i' . ...'

string to the time when all was formless matter, earth i''"i'.'

, tt t .-,1

"a slimy spine", and heaven, that spiritual abode, " a ,.,,'.,,,,

space for winging tons". The phrase "winging tons" combines

the spiritual, ethereal qualíty of flight. with the

concept of inert physical weight, and reconciles the two :.,: ::
i,t.ìt''''

in one i-mage of masses of matter whirling in space.

Meredith makes effect.ive use of consonance and assonance

in this passage to lihk opposing states, (mind-mud,
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unt\^/ine-time1essly, slimy-spine) , and weave a sound pattern

which supports his thematic pattern.

Meredith was also in the habít of manufacturing new 
,,,,,,,

compound words in order to emphasize certain key concepts .::::,:

or phrases, such as "Earth-rooted", fountain-jet", "time-
tumbled"r,r'free-hearted". rn "A Faith on Trial" he 

.,,,,.,,.frequently uses compounds for descriptive purposes 
l::',:.,,
-.:..

"ripe-wheat" , "\¡Iolf-hlaters" , "grey-gapped" , "tune-f ooted" . 
,i.,.i,:

In these examples the compounds frequent,ly yoke together ;i'rli';'':

very separate and distinct qualities, thus visually and

' verbally emphasing his theme of the essential unity
arid harmony of experience.

As is the case with his experiments with metre, a

great deal more work needs to be done on Meredith's

use of language; such investigatíon would certainly
prove Meredith to be a far more ski1lfuI and innovative

craftsman than has yet been acknowledged. Meredith 
i::::. :.

,":.î:'"ï":,::::::,:::",::ï:';""ïï:::;'"'" 
n'" 

j -

substantial body of work which deserves as much critical
attention as "Modern Love", and "Love in the Vallêy".

i --' : ' :..
..r.. i...: ,.f
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